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CH.QPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This initial chapter includes such preliminary consider-
ations as the statement of the problem, the justification for the 
study, the objectives of the study, the statement of philosophy, 
the limitations of the study, and definitions of key terms. 
Statement Prohlem 
------
,_ . ..,.....,.._~ 
The purpose of this study is to assist the Christian Holiness 
Association's Department of Evangelism by locating on maps churches 
within the association that are in the states of Oregon and Washing-
ton. In-depth studies of Portland, Oregon, and its surrounding area; 
Seattle. Washington, Spokane, Washington, and Vancouver Washington, 
are also included., The in-depth studies include census tracts which 
show areas where population is sparse and where it is dense, how 
many member churches are in each population area, and concentrations 
of a particular mgmber denomination's churches. Through the use of 
maps and tables this study makes evident overlapping parishes in 
some communities and the lack of facilities with a holiness witness 
in other communities~ Hence, this study will be helpful to Christian 
Holiness Association denominations in knowing where to cooperatively 
establish new facilities. 
~ !££. ~ Study_ 
The impetus for this research must be credited to Dr. Paul 
l 
2 
Petticord. Dr. Petticorrl, 1~ho is an active member of the Christ5.an 
Holiness Association, suggested such a research project in 1971 
during a chapel service at Western Evangelical Seminary, Portland, 
Oregon. After Dr. Petticord's suggestion in chapel and cnnver-
sation tuith him~ the need for this research bacAme c:n;ident to the 
author. Dr. Petticnrd indicated that cooperation among Christian 
Holiness Association members had begun in many other areas such as 
missions; B\Jangr:=d.icali_sm curriculum, literRture, P.tr:. 1 and thnt 
cooperntion was necessary in church extension, nr home missions. 
Dr Petticord stated that the nhilosnphy nf the Christian Holiness 
Associntion is tn f1T'OV:ide <J hnl i nRs~:; tdi tness in evRry communi tv, 2nd 
that thR purpose is to provide that witness in a cooperative manner. 
In addition to an interview with Dr. Petticord the author 
read a research naper by Dr. Petticord, iness Federat ar-
ative Ministries Resum"" 
to the atJJ2lreness of :c1 need for this studv. A pP.rsonn1 interviBLd 
tdAS held tJJith Dr. 0 D. Em8I'Ify exo,cuthte rJjrector of the Christian 
Holiness th:;socia·i:ionm A reviRLd tli8s mad8 of minutes of Christinn 
Holiness Associntion meetings i ncltHHng 11arious studies on feder-
ation, reports on education, missions, nrlministration, curriculum, 
l h · ~i nc []T,'.,ilRr literAture and newsn, aper articles relating anc . ome mJso __ CJ ,_,. .. _ _, 
t Ch · t" H 1 · e Ac.~so~l·~_t,_"on denominations from 1964 to 1971 ,0 " r1 S, 1.80 o ___ ]_[! c~SS -- _, r1 -
ware alsn axamined~ 
The Lttriter fr:wls it is necessary tor:: nte from a feLt! of 
these primarv sm1rcef:i in order to further es CJblish a need for thts 
1 1 Pau __ 
_t_r_:i~C::.§. _R_e __ s..;.. __ ~ 
P " Pet t i c n r cl ~ _H .• o~;...J, __ -·-- -~..;.;___, __ ... , .. ----
(A ~.tulation· 
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research. Dr. Petticord states, "It is time, past time, for holiness 
leaders in this country to unite in one common endeavor to proclaim 
the message of full salvation by cooperative methods and pooled re-
2 
sources in money and manpower." Dr. Petticord sums up the philos-
ophy of the Christian Holiness Association in this statement. 
T. E. Martin 1 in his article, "The Holiness Churches and 
Ecumenism," considers the question of ecumenism among holiness 
churches by saying that the consideration of the question at Corinth 
was ecumenism (I Corinthians 1:12-13). It is the attempt of Chris-
tians who love and serve the same Lord to discover what they have 
in common and to minimize the things which divide them." 3 Following 
this statement, Martin suggests six steps which would bring these 
holiness churches together. The fifth step was "the setting up of 
comity agreement between the churches involved." 4 By these, it is 
meant that the denominations would agree on various areas in which 
each denomination would work and put forth a special effort. This 
suggestion might mean the setting up of committees to decide which 
church would work in a particular area, much as has been done on 
the mission field today. This would result in consultation by 
member denominations before any new churches or facilities are be-
gun and would insure the provision of holiness outreaches in new 
areas more rapidly. Martin states also that this procedure would 
halt any further competition among these denominations. The 
2 Ibid., Pe 1. 
3T. E. Martin, "The Holiness Churches and Ecumenism," 
Herald of Holiness, 54:43,(December 15, 1955). 
4Ibid. 
author feels that ths latter portion of MArtin's statement def-
initely supports this research. 
The General Findings Committee of the Christian Holiness 
Association has proposed a philosophy of federation shich hAs been 
maintained--"Federation means closer areas of cooperation beyond 
the point of association but short of denominational or organic 
5 
merger." This philosophy became the basis for this study as a 
foundation for home mission or church extension research. As has 
4 
already been stated, cooperation beyond the point of association can 
be directed in areas such as administration, CtJrriculum, education, 
literature, missions, and home missions or church extension. The 
preamble of purpose for chtJrch federation stAted at least three 
points which support this cooperative church extension: (1) to 
do together what we cannot do alone; (2) to coordinate functions 
or programs to tuh:icll member denominations hr=we made commj_ tment; and 
( ) ' h tl d . ti 3 to help do !Je·cter LtJ at Lde cue pre sen ,_ y o1ng. These points 
of the preamble 3I'e presented in order to support the cooperative, 
coordinated program~ 
In December of 1966 at the Federation Study Conference 
three advantages of federation were drawn up: (l) a better overall 
strategy; (2) elimination of duplication and unnecessary competition; 
5Report of General Findings Committee, Study 
Federation of Holiness Churches (Chicago, Illinois· 
1966) I Po 2 • 
Conference on 
Nov. 30-Dec. 2, 
6special Meeting of the Steerino Committee on Research anrl 
Planning (Cleve1anr! 1 Ohio: Mnrch 28, i967), p. 4. 
5 
(3) better relationships between churches. 7 The author believes 
that this research, if followed, will facilitate the member denom-
inations of the Christian Holiness Association in an overall strategy 
of church extension in an elimination of duplication and unnecessary 
competition and in establishing better relationships. 
Dr. Myron Boyd states under the heading "Federated Church in 
Some Communities" in an article entitled "Why Federation?": 
There are many communities in which there should be no more 
than one strong holiness church. There are some communities in 
which there is no strong holiness church at present. I can con-
ceive that through a federation we might go into a community and 
operate a church as a federated church, or the federation might 
decide that in one community there would be a Nazarene Church, in 
another a Wesleyan Church, in another a United Missionary Church, 
etc. How much better this would be than to have three small, 
struggling 1 holiness churches with~n a block or two of each other 
in a limited area population-wise. 
It is not the purpose of this research to support the concept of 
federation. Rather, the purpose of this study is to indicate a 
need for Christian Holiness Association members to cooperate in 
locating areas for new facilities. It is not necessary to prove 
what Dr. Boyd has said, this research makes his point self-evident. 
Dr. Boyd's concept that there should be no more than one strong 
holiness church in a aiven area will be utilized. There should be 
limitations so that there are not three small, strugQling churches 
of Christian Holiness Association membership within a block or two 
of each other in an underpopulated area. In addition to these 
7F d ~· ~t d C fe ~e M1·ss1·ons Section. Findings e era t..lon :::1 u y on .rene~, " , 
Committee, December 1966, p. 1. 
8Myron Fe Boyd, "Why Federation?", December 1966, p. 9. 
6 
reasons, Dr. Boyd's concept is to utilize the insights of a holiness 
body and its membBrs in a concerted effort in strateoically placing 
churches. 
Perhaps the most concise statement for justification for 
such a study comes from the most recent HReport of Findings Committee~ 
Christian Holiness Association Cooperative Ministries Conference" 
which was held in Indianapolis, Indiana, October 7-9, 1970. Concerning 
comity, it states, "Since comity has often been referred to as a 
concern, it is ~roposed that church leaders on all levels seek con-
sultation in the early stages of church planning in order to avoid 
overlapping of our church parishes while other communities are in need 
of our ministry." 9 This is the most outright statement to support 
the research in such a project, In addition to the above, the report 
states, 11 It is recommended that in larger cities a joint survev be 
conducted, using any and all available agencies and sources in com-
.1. . f t• ulO p1 1ng 1n orma 1nn. This research could very well constitute an 
ever available source for coordination of the Christian Holiness 
Association denominations in Oregon and Washington. Additions and 
subtractions could readily be made on the maps which indicate size 
and location of each denomination's facilities. 
Dr. Emery, Christian Holiness Association Executive Director, 
states, H • •• to the best of my knowledge, very little has been done 
. t nll concretely in cooperative proJBC s. 
9
"Report of Findings Committee, NHA Cooperative Ministries 
Conference 11 (Indianapolis, Indiana: October 7-9- 1970), o. 6, 
10 Ibid. 
11Letter from Dr. D. D. Emery, February B, 1972. 
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The ~ajor objectives of this study are to indicate the need 
of church extension strategy by means of locating member churches 
of the Christian Holiness Association in Oregon and Washington on 
maps and making charts of sparsely and densely populated areas and 
church membership. Hopefully this study produces a geographical 
outline of the Christian Holiness Association member churches in the 
Northwest in order to show how close geographically these churches 
are to one another, and how they may be overlapping in their out-
reach. Also, it shows what areas are not being served by a holiness 
church. The membership of churches is considered in the study. 
It is hoped that this research will serve as a foundation of infor-
mation which might later include the entire United States. If this 
research is a success, it will facilitate the Christian Holiness 
Association in surveying easily a given geographical location in 
Oregon and Washington for church planting. 
~tement of PhJ..:.los~ 
There is a need for holiness denominations to locate their 
facilities and churches so that they will not create overlapping 
ministries in some communities and no ministries at all in other 
communities. 
Limitations of ~ ~ 
The Christian Holiness Association spans the United States 
with affiliated denominations, cooperating denominations, educational 
institutions, and inter-denominational missionary agencies. 
8 
Therefore. particular geographical areas as well as specific member 
denominations were chosen to use in this research project. The 
geographical limitations upon which the author decided were the 
states of Oregon and Washington. Maps were obtained of both states 
and of various towns and cities in these two states. In researching 
Oregon, cities with two or more holiness churches were chosen to be 
used for illustrating with maps and the holiness churches were 
located on 8}~ x 11 inch street maps obtained from the Oregon State 
HighLLIBIJ Division in Salem, Oregon. Those Oregon tm11ns or cities 
with only one or less Christian Holiness Association member church 
were not represented by individual maps in the project because of the 
cost to the author and, in some cases, availability of the maps. 
Also, in Oregon specific maps referred to as census tract maps 
give population of Portland and its metropolitan districts" Portland 
was chosen especially because of its high density of population and 
churches and because of the availability of the census tract maps 
through Portland State University Center for Population and Research. 
In researching Washington, the BYz x 11 inch street maps of 
towns and cities could not be obtained. Thus, the author chose 
Seattle, Spokane, and Vancouver, Washington, to use in doing in-depth 
studies using census tract maps. The census tract maps for 
Vancouver were obtained from the Portland State University Center for 
Population and Research and the census tract maps for the other 
two Washington cities were obtained from the Washington State 
Highway Division in Olympia, Washington. The number of cities to 
be researched using census tract maps was again limited because 
of the cost to the author and the availability of census tract maps. 
9 
The locations of holiness facilities on both the state maps 
and city maps were indicated by using a specific colored dot or 
wedge for each denomination. The state maps only indicate whether 
a city or town has an established holiness facility of a certain 
denomination. The exact number of facilities in each city or town 
is not indicated on the state maps because of the limited amount of 
space for showing this. 
The second major area of limitation is concerned with the 
denominations of the Christian Holiness Association which are used 
in this research project. Member churches of the Christian Holiness 
Association are the only ones involved and these were limited from 
the total number of members because some member denominations have 
no facilities in Oregon or Washington and in some member denom-
inations individual churches are members and others are not. Those 
denominations surveyed in the study are Brethren in Christ Church, 
Church of the Nazarene, Evangelical Church of North America, 
Evangelical Methodist Church, Free Methodist Church of North America, 
Oregon and Washington Yearly Meeting of Friends, Salvation Army, 
and Wesleyan Church. The Missionary Church was not included in the 
research because not every church is a member of the Christian 
Holiness Association. 
Because not all denominations in Oregon .and Washington were 
used in compiling data, total church population for the two states 
could not be measurede Only the "holiness'' church population 
could be measured. 
None of the communities in which these chtJrches are located 
could be evaluated according to upper and lower class areas, 
10 
minority race areas, residential and industrial areas, etc. Materials 
were not available to correlate these factors with church comity, 
Tabulation figures could not include membership totals for 
the Salvation Army facilities since these facilities do not have an 
actual membership as do the local churches. 
Definitions of Kev Terms 
- __._ 
For the purpose of clarity in reporting and ease of under-
standing, there are several terms which need careful definition as 
used in this research. 
~ Tract ~· A map in which areas are outlined and 
the resident population has been tabulated for each area. 
~ Ho~j_ness Associ~ti~. Also referred to as the 
National Holiness Association, this is an organization representing 
over one and one half million constituents. Its distinguishing 
feature is its adherence to the Wesleyan-Arminian theological 
persuasian. All major bodies which adhere to this theological 
position in the United States are either affiliate or cooperating 
denominations, educational institutions, or inter-denominational 
missionary agencies~ 
f~~ E~~~· This term refers to the strategy by 
which Christian Holiness Association member denominations cooper-
atively expand their facilities into new communities and combine 
facilities where they are overlapping. 
Comit~. The Christian Holiness Association employs this 
term to describe the cooperative or courteous effort of member 
chtJrches in seek:i_n(j consultAtion in the enrlv stB(]BS of church 
plAnning. 
Fa This word has been used to mean an established 
physical location under the direction Dr auspir.P.s of A specific 
dP.nomination. 
~~~::.;;;,~;.;,...;;;_s:;;.,;;;;.s. Til is uJord re fR rs to a s ubse quen t t•Jork of God in 
ll 
the soul, following the new birth, a crisis, wrought by faith, where-
by the heart is cls2nsed from all sin and filled with the Holy Spirit; 
this gracious experience is retained by faith as expressed in a con-
stant obedience to God's will, thus giving the person perfect cleans-
ing moment by moment. 
The author feeld that through the quoted interviews and 
articles that are presented this research is justified. Objectives 
and limitations are suggested for guidelines for the data which will 
be presented and for the conclusions tdhich Lt11. ll be drawn. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Chapter om:o surveved the justification for the studv, a 
description of the research, and the limitations and definitions 
emp101;ed in the stud'j. Chapter thJo contains the data dBrived from 
the research oroject These data include state maos nf Oregon and 
lt!ashinoton; maps Clf ci_ties in DrAgon tJJi th ttJJn or more Christian 
Holiness Association rnr:omber churchP.s; CF!nStJS trE-Jct maps of Portland, 
Oregon 1 Seattle, Spnk;=me, nnd \/:=mcouver l.tlnshington; and Christ5an 
HolinBss Associ.Ation church mBmbershj_ps and cen.sus poruJAtion fio·~ 
ures for Oregon arJd i'Jashington stntBs, On the census trnct mr-:1ps 
of thP cities, tbw:;p tracts l!Jhir:h contnin ChrisUnn Holiness Assoc-
iation member churches are outlined in red. There are eight census 
tract maps r.Jhich are 3;/:z x 11 inches of Clackamas, Clc:nk f Mul tnomah 1 
and Washington counties in Oregon These maps A1sn have the tracts 
outlined in red whir:h contain Christian Holiness Association member 
churches, Chantr~T' h1o then i_s rnerelv a nresentatinn of the IJisual [·-- . . - - ' 
aids and tables tn be used for AnAJysis in chapter three. 
Following is R coJor directory demonstratinQ the specific 
col or used in th:is rnse:=1rr:h to rerTresfmt RACh r1f the eight rlenom-
inRtions in the stud',': 
12 
DIRECTORY OF COLORS USED 
TO INDICATE SPECIFIC DENOMINATIONS 
2) Church of the Nazarene •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
3) Evangelical Church of North America • •••• •••••• •••• •••• ._ 
4) Evangelical Methodist.••••••••••••••·•••••••••o•••••••• 
5) Free Methodist Church of North America •••••..•••••••••• 
5) Oregon and Washington Yearly Meeting of Friends ••••••• ~ 
7) Salvation Army. s••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••• 
8) Wesleyan Church.-••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ._ 
13 
14 
The next section of this research is not included within the 
confines of this cover. It was necessary to place the Oregon and 
Washington state maps and the Portland, Oregon, Seattle, Spokane, 
and Vancouver, Washington, census tract maps, as well as other city 
maps, in a large portfolio due to their size. They have been 
numbered separately in red in the lower right-hand corner and may 
be viewed by removing them from the portfolio. The map titles and 
their page numbers are as follows: 
Oregon State Map •••••••••••••••••••••••••• A 
Washington State Map •••.•.•••••••••••••••• B 
Portland Census Tract Maps ••.••• c, E-H, K-T 
Vancouver Census Tract Maps •••••••••••• D, J 
Seattle Metropolitan Area 
Census Tract Maps •••••••••••••••••• U-Z, a-p 
Spokane Census Tract Maps ••••••••••••••• q-x 
Portland Urban Area Map ••••••••••••••••••• y 
Eugene- Springfield, Oregon, Map ••••••••• z 
Salem, Oregon, Map ••••••••••••••••••••••• Aa 
The state maps, by use of the directory colors, indicate 
representation of denominations in various towns and cities through-
out the state. There is only one wedge, per denomination, for each 
city regardless of how many facilities that denomination operates 
in that city. 
The census tract maps, by use of the directory colors, in-
dicate the location of that denomination's facilities. Beside each 
directory color there is a label to indicate the membership of that 
15 
facility and beside the number of the census tract is the 1970 pop-
ulation for that particular census tract. Each of the tracts which 
contains Christian Holiness Association member facilities is outlined 
in red. 
Also included in the portfolio are maps of the Portland 
urban area, Eugene - Springfield area, and Salem, Oregon. The 
Christian Holiness Association denominational facilities are again 
shown by the directory color for each denomination. 
In the text of this study are 8~ x ll inch maps of cities 
within Oregon with two or more Christian Holiness Association 
facilities located in each. There are a few of these maps which 
have none or only one facility. They are included to make available 
street maps for later use in locating new churches. 
Eight 8~ x 11 inch census tract maps of Clackamas, Clark, 
Multnomah, and Washington counties. These areas include Portland 
and its urban area and, as with the other census tract maps, the 
tracts in which Christian Holiness Association member facilities 
are located are outlined in red. 
__j 
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I FAll 
U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
POST OFFICE • ' PUBLIC BLDG. SCHOOL CV CITY HALL 
CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
A.A. DEPOT A ARMORY 
CITY LI MITS LIBRARY 
19 
SHEET 
'FGl [JJ 
ALBANY 
LINN COUNTY, OREGON 
PI\[OAHI:I I YTHE 
OllEGON STATE liiGHWII.Y DIVISION 
IHC0CO[RAII0NWITH 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSI'ORTATION 
FEDERAl HIGHWA.Y ADMINISTRATION 
Population 111,2·19 
SuJelnFet\ 
Reviu,-d Merch 1971 
SHEET 4 OF 4 SHEETS 
SIGN EO ROUTES 
INT~"5TATE 
u.s . 
t MATCH TO "'SHEET 3 I LEGEND 
a Po!!\ Office I Public Bldg. 
cv- City Hall 
cr - Cow1 Houac~ 
.., - Armory 
• 
• 
School 
R. R. Depot 
L- Library 
Street open for travel. 
.. .. . . . Street dedieoted but not open. ~~-~ City Limit•. 
----------~t~<otal pop • 
-------- 1),000 
20 
IN TERS TATE 
u.s. 
Oil' E. 
111 Po!\ O!lico 
Iii School 
• Public Bldg. 
cv- City Hall 
cr - Court Hou.se 
A-Armory • R. R. Depot 
1..- Library 
Street open for have!. 
. . Street dedicated but not open. ~~-~ City Limits. 
21 
~~ •~.o•oo • • 1111 RTMENT 
OftEC::ON STATE HIGHWAY CEPA 
~:::::::;"0;•::::·.,.ca: U . S~UOIIIV.U 01" ,.U.I..IC "OAoe 
Populotion 11 , 800 
Sc•l• in 4~ee t 
Reviled Oocomber 1965 
SHEET 2 OF~ SHEETS 
;Y 
t . 't>\'5 Vi'' 
) 
SIGNED ROUTES 
u.s. 
ORE. 
a 
il 
ll 
_,.[.,_ 
~ 
LEGEND 
Post Oflico • Public Bldg. 
Schvol 
cY- City Hall 
cT ~ Court House 
R. R. Depot .., -Armory 
l- Library 
Street Op(U1 I.:Jr travel. 
Street dedicated but not open. 
City Li;nils. 
(' 
;) 
~ 
22 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ' 
'------------------j 
ASHLAND 
JACKSON COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U . • . DI:,..O.IIT""I:"'T 0 ,. COioOU:IICII: 
•UIIIt.O.U OP" I'U•L.IC OlO.A.O• 
Popul11 !ion II, 800 
Sctle in feel 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
m . 
a==J 
SHr.:ET .3 OF~ SHEETS 
17['! 
20]21 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTIERSTATIE 
u.s. 
LEGEND 
' 
Post Office 
Ia School 
• Public Bldq. 
cv-CIIy Hall 
c .. -Court House 
A - Armory 
L.-Librmy • 
R. R. Depot 
Street open for travel. 
Street dedicated but not open. 
City Limits. 
23 
ASHLAND 
COUNTY. OREGON JACKSON 
""""u"o n nt• ~ARTMENT 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DE 
IN Coa~:::;"O;I~::::&IICE 
U ·~:"r:;:~ Ol'" P'UILIC IIIOAO. 
Populat ion I 1,800 
Sc•l• in .~••I 
,;e_ 
-;;t~3 
---.., 
I 
I !._ _____ _ 
GREEN 
. 
-
-" u 
LARBAAA STI 
~--
SJGNEO ROUTES 
INTERSTAT E 
• 
u .s. 
• 
ORE. • 
LEGEND 
Po!\ Of!iee • Public Bldg. 
Sehool 
cv-City Hall 
cr - CourtHouw 
R. R. Depot •-Armory 
1..-Librmy 
Slreol opon for Ira vel. 
Stroot dedicated but not open. 
City Limit•. 
24 
0 
13 10 
"'~ 
~' ~ 
ASHLAND 
JACKSON COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STAT~ HIGHWAY DE,.ARTioiENT 
U .l . DI'~AIITtoU:NT D1' COMM I'II C I' 
DUIII'AU 0,. ~UiliC IIOAOI 
Populat:en 11 ,800 
Sc•l• in Fut 
Reviud December 1965 
SHEET 
r:rl __ [ID 
SHEET !I OF !I SHEETS 
-UL..._ 
-n:r-
3E 
flD 
-
---
-·-= 
TIS R1W WM. 
LEGEND 
·FEDERAL A I D INTERSTATE SYSTEM ~ INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUT E I FA I I FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE U.S . NUMBERED ROUTE 8 FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY STATE NUMBERED ROUTE OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTf 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY -NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET OED ICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
• POST OFFICE til SCHOOL 
0 CITY CENTER 
• 
R.R .DE POT 
---CITY LIMITS 
total pop. 
19,580 
• PUBLIC BLDG . CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT ~OUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
25 
BEAVERTON 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STAT£ HICilWAY 0[PARTM[NT 
U.S. DEPARTMENT Of TR.t.NSPORTATION 
f[O[RAL HIGHWoi.Y ADMINSTAlTION 
BUREAU Of PUBLIC ROADS 
Popul1tion 16,350 SHEET ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET I OF 4 SHEETS 
....tilL-
I 
flD 
-
---
-·-= 
TIS R!W W.M. 
LEGEND 
INTERSTATE SYSTEM v INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I) FEDERAL AID FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
u S.NUMBERED ROUTE FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM·STATE 0 FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
0 IV I OED HIGHWAY 
UND.IVIDED HIGHWAY·NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
• POST OFFICE il SCHOOl. 
0 CITY CENTER 
R.R.DEPOT 
• 
---CITY LIMITS 
total pop. 
19,580 
• PUBLIC BLDG . CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
26 
BEAVERTON 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
OHEGON SlAH ~JIGHwr,y DfPMWMNl 
US OlPARWfNJOfTRANSPORlAliON 
F[DtRAL fliGH'II,W ADM•NSTRAliON 
fiUR!.~U Of PUflliC ~OADS 
Population lb,l50 
Sc.ale in feel 
R..-'-d.a.n-ty 1970 
SHEET 
r·~· 3 • 
SHEET 2. OF~ SHEETS 
\ 
s.w. 
~ s.w. OAVISI 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
L"t) ----i 
SEXTON 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r-::-l ·--
MTN. ,,,:;; 
BEARD 
-·-= 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I TIS RIW w_ M. 
__________ J 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
AID PRIMARY SYSTEM ~~g~~~~ AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE v 8 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAll 
U.S.NUMBEREO ROUTE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY ~~!~~~~gg~~TY OTHER FEDERAL AID SECO 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTt 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET OED ICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
• POST OFFICE 
g SCHOOL 
Q C 1 TY CENTER 
D R.R.DEPO"'F 
---CITY LIMITS 
tota.l pop. 
19 '580 
Ill 
CY 
CT 
PUBLIC BLDG. 
CITY HALL 
COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
27 
BEAVERTON 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
OR(G(lN ~TAll !iiGHWAY Dlf-'~RH.>ENT 
''"'''"'"'""' 
US O[P~RlMtNT Of H!Ar,Sf'ORIAIIUN 
f£DtHALHoGHV.AYAD'-'1NSTRA11(lN 
BURlAUOIIUBLi.:IWA():, 
Populalion 16,350 
Scc.le on feel 
A--'...__.,.1970 
SHEET 3 OF 4 SHEETS 
I 
h 
....tilL-
I 
~ 
---
--= 
w 
> • 
< ' 
I MATCH TO TIGARD SHEET II 
TIS R1W W. M. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM v INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I) FEDERAL A 10 PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM· STATE U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE 
FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM ·COUNTY 8 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY·LOCAL TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY·NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
• POST OFFICE:: 
• 
SCHOOL 
0 CITY CENTER 
• 
R.R.DEPOT 
---CITY LIM'ITS 
total pop. 
19,580 
• PUBLIC BLDG. CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
28 
BEAVERTON 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STAH HIGHWAY 0EPARTM£Nl 
US DEPARTMENT Or TRANSPOOTATION 
FEDERAl fiiGHWAY AOMINSTRATION 
BUREAU Of PUBllC RO.lOS 
Popul.tion 16,350 
Sule in feet 
R...;.:t January 1970 
SHEET 
r:·~· 
3 • 
SHEET A OF"' SHEETS 
~ 
25]30 
SIGNED ROUTES LEGEND 
INTERSTATE ~ 
oi Posl Ollice Ill Public Bldg. 
u.s. ={§)=: 
.. 
c.v-City Hall 
School CT- Court House 
OR£. =@=-
• R. R. Depot 
,._Armory 
total pop. 
14' 130 
'"-Library 
Street open for !ravel. 
Street dedicated but no\ open. 
CilyLimits. 
~ 
•o!•" 
BEND 
DESCHUTES COUNTY OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U.S DU'A>IlO.U:Nl Of" COM .. .(AC( 
DUA[ .. IJ Of" PUIJLIC AO.O.Oii 
Popu14ttion 13,200 
Scale in Feet 
Revited March 1967 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 1 OF A SHEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INT£RSTATE 
Opt I[, 
-----· 
LEGEND 
i . Poll O!Uc:e 
• School 
• lt R. De pol 
I Publle Bldq. 
cY-Cily. Hall 
cl'- Co uri House 
A-Armory 
'"-Ubrary 
==· Slree\ open for \ravel. 
::: :::: : Streel dedlcaled bu\ no\ open. 
--- Clly Llmll•. 
__ __,\ 
' 
' \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
BEND 
30 
0 
.DESCHUTES COUNTY OREGON 
OREGON S.TATE HIGHWAY CE,.ARTMENT 
'" COOUUIIOIO "'If" 1"1 
V.I. Cll'""lloTI<otlNf bl" COMNI:IIICI 
IUIIoi'"U 01" "UI.LIC llo0"01 
Pop~l•tlon 13,200 
Sul1 In fnl 
Fl1visod March 1967 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
!j HEET.~OF A SHEETS 
~~\-
~PSUVOIR>o 0 ~ 
OVERTURF 
~ 
I I• 
__'jt._ 
i2f7 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE * 
::(§= 
ORE. ~ 
;, 
lila 
• 
LEGEND 
Post Olliec Ill 
School 
R. R. Depot 
"' 
" 
,.,
ci 
z 
Public Dldg. 
cY-Cily Holl 
CT- Court House 
~~.-Armory 
L-Library 
== Stroel open for Ira vel. 
Slree1 dedicated but not open. 
--- City Llmils. 
~ 
7f8 
McCLELLAND RO. 
BEND 
31 
DESCHUTES COUNTY OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
,,. COO .. ,,.U!O" W1HI 1 .. 1 
U 8. OtPMUMt:NT Cr COM~LRtll: 
DURl ... U 01' PUSLII; R0401! 
Population 13,200 
Seale in feet 
RevlJod Mareh 1~6T 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
m 
II] 
SHEET 30F 4SHEETS 
REED 
( 
I 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATC 
OR( 
.. 
.. 
• 
PILOT BL IE 
LEGEND 
Posl Ollice Ill Public Bldg. 
School 
c.v-City Hall 
c1- Court Hous(' 
H. R. Depot A.-Armory 
L- Library 
Street op-en !or travel. 
Street dedicaled but 1101 opC':1 
CilyLimils. 
32 
HUNNELL RD. 
BEND 
DESCHUTES COUNTY OREGON 
U 5 CEPARl ... E'Nf OF, CO .... UIC[ 
DU"f"'U OF PUIIL.IC llO"Oij 
Population 13,200 
Scale in Feot 
... 
Revised March 1967 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
-·-= 
0 
< ~ 
~ 
20j20 
~ 
0 
. 
{\, 
I ',, 
I \ 
I ' l ', 
I ', 
I ' 
~ 
'"f2Z 
: ', 
I ', J ',, 
:1: ' 
·I· \ 
:1: \ 
JJ 
~==:::;-··:.: ::::: ·:.::·. ::: ·:::: · · · 1· $ I 
.,_ g'v 
} I 
·I· I 
T I 
:1: GOLF I 
< 
0 
. 
·I· I 
::: : 
t ~~ 
} ~~ 
·J. ~, 
c:::::::::'\ I :l~l I 
::. JEW •L J 
\.~=BO=U=N=C=Y===ir===========~ BLVD. · , : ;; l • :=======:; ~======~: · .. ."· COURSE I 
i ___ .L.J._ 
<I ~I ~I ~~ 
, a, 
I 'I 
~----- : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l~~~~ .. ~~~,~·~·~·~~~o;"j'~~"::::::Il 
---..,I M=ATCH TO SHEE1 21 .1 --~~ 
CANBY 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
O,.EGON STATE HIGHWAY DE .. AI'fTio4ENT 
LEG END 
FEDERAL A ID I NTERSTATE SYS TEM 
FEDERAL A I D PRIMARY SYS TEM 
FED ERA L AI D SECONDARY SYSTEM-S TATE 
FEDER AL AID SECON DARY SYSTEM·COUN TY 
OTHE R FE DERA L A ID SECOND ARY-L OCA L 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
OI VI DED H IGHWAY .. 
UND IVID ED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LAN ES 
STREET OP EN F OR TRAVEL 
ST REET OED I CATED BUT NO T OPEN 
~ I NTER STA TE NUMBERED ROU TE I FA I ) 0 U .S. NUMBER ED ROUTE 0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
• PO ST OFFI CE 
Iii SCHOO L Q CITY CEN T ER 
• R.R.D EPO T 
--- CI TY LIMITS 
8 PUB LI C BLD G . 
CY CITY HA LL 
CT COUR T HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LI BRARY 
U .• . DIPAIITMI:NT 0" Tlii.\NI~l'I.T.t.TION 
P"IIOIIIIAI.. NIOHWAT ADI-IIHIITI'I"TION 
•U ii\UU CIP" I'UILIC JIOADI 
Popwl-tion ],100 
Sc.le in f .. t 
Revised August 1969 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
~ 
SHEET 1 OF 2 SHEETS 
total pop. 
4 , 100 
, PORTLAND CENTER LIBRARY 
,., 
........ 
:tdt: 
FAS 
ITIIIUlll 
~ 
-
-·-= 
FAS 117 
.,-; 
ll 
til 
II 
•/ 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
I " 0 
~o. 
( MATE_H TO SHEET I l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
________________ J 
LEG END 
FEDERAL A I D v iNTERSTA TE SYSTEM INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA II FEDERAL A I 0 PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 0 U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE OTHER FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERM I NATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE • PUBlIC BLDG. DIVIDED H IGHWAY • SCHOOL CY CITY H ALL UNDIV IDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL • R.R.DEPOT ARMORY STREET OED I CATED BUT NOT OPEN --- CITY L IMIT S LIBRARY 
ci 
. 
. 
u 
< 
. 
" 
~---TT­
l 
I 
I 
I 
______ J 
~LN . ~ 
• • < 
I 
I l ____ ~ 127 
33 I 34 
----3: 
~I 
>I ~I 
~I----
~I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
----~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
__ _} 
33134 CEMETERY 
IFI!:NTON 
CANBY 
J4 
RO. 
RD.l 
;V 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DE~AftTMENT 
U.ll. DI!:I'ARTI<o41:NT 0~ TRAN.I'ORTATION 
I'"EDEAAL HIC:HWA Y A.DMINI !JTRATION 
IIURI:A.U 01'" I'UIILIC P.OAOII 
Population 3,100 
Scala in Fut 
Revised August 1969 
ARRANGEMENT 
~ 
SHEET 2. OF 2 SHEETS 
I 
_/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I MATCH TO SHEET 2 I 
SIGNED ROUTES 
u.s. 
LEGEND 
"' 
Post Office I Publtc Bldg. 
Iii School cv-City Hall 
• R. R. Depot CT- Court House 
'"'-Armory 
Street open j L -Library 
or \,avel 
--- Street dedicated but . 
Cny Limits. not open 
tot~ll pop 
1),227 • 
Cl 
z 
w 
ID 
I 
f-
a: 
0 
z 
;V 
COOS BAY 
COOS COUNTY. 
U $ ~~~:::~T~::~HQ:"~ ,,.0 
IIIURI:AI,I Of'" PUDLICc:;:Oif.iFIC[ 
Population 13,469 
Sc"le in feet 
-~=E:'E.-=ltr ~41<>0 
Revi~ed Aprill965 
35 
--, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
··~ 
)6 
.. ::.4:"-:f; 
' ... ;~:y~ .. 
. ~~~~~~~' : . . : . m 
...... : :A:~f;., 
:z: .z: :A:X~·. 
0· g: .. 
::·.5:: .. 'O~ •. ;:A . V .. E . 
. ~~ :. 
'···;I: ;AVE 
·····: .. ·:· 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
u.s, 
ORE. 
·AVE. 
'f:'ARK 
..... :: _-:. :~Y'f·. 
---., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: " I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I t _____ _ 
LEGEt'l[ 
Pas1 Office lfl Public Bldg. 
COOS BAY 
COOS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON ST ~M•Uio n •~• 
ATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
cR School c•-Cily Hall 
c T - Court House •- A<moty . u, ~ '"""' .. """ """ '"' 
' -libmty ou:::~·:::• 0 ' co•••uc< 
Sheot dedl<oled b Popul•tioo 13,469 
Cily l•mil• ul "ol open 1"1' io F,.t 
R. A. O...pot 
Rllvisod Aprill9b5 
0 
z 
w 
a:l 
:r: 
~ 
0 
z 
----------------------------------'---==~Sic :C :o[ :0 :p :en~ :tO :I :l<O :':C•~i ~~-------~· UIH.IC "'0"0'J SHEET 2 OF 4 SHEETS 
zeJz7 
~ 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INT ERST A.TE 
r---
' I 
I 
---:.-:1. 236 ,.,.7 
LEGEND 
II Post Ollice 
ail School 
I Pu blic Bldq. 
cv - Cily Hall 
cr- Court House 
" - Armory • R. A. Depot 
L. - Library 
Street open for traveL 
Street dedicat ed bu t not open . 
City Limits . 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
37 
I 
l--
;Y 
Revis ed April l~bS 
,--
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
u.s. 
ORE. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-----
1 MATCH TO SH_Ec..;E~T-3_>-,---, ' 
LEGEND 
il Post Olfic:e 
Iii School 
A Public Bldq. 
c:Y-Cily Hall 
cr- Court Hou!!e 
• A. A. Depot 
..,_Armory 
L- Library 
Streel Op€n lm travel 
Street dechcated but not open 
C1ty L1mils.. 
38 
COOS BAY 
COOS COUNTY. OREGON 
Revised April 1965 
SHEET 4 OF 4 5~EE'l'~_j 
,,,. .·.,. ., ..... ::=- --llllllli~m:;w:~w;~:~g·llJ: :: -----------------
~ 
2cfi' 
aol•• 
2ofi" 
,,r::· 
~ -
~:: 
z .. 
SJGN E C ROUTES 
INTEASTATE 
( 
( 
~+% 
LEGEND 
• Post O fl ie:e tl Publi c Bld q. iii S chool cv-'City Hall 
• R. R. D~pot c:- Court House 
-Armory 
St reet o L - Li bra ry 
pen lo r lr ove l 
Slreel dedicated . 
City Limits. bu t not open. 
total pop 
36 , 850 • 
' .. 1 
I ~ I 
'• 
) 
) 
39 
r 
t 
1 
. 
8 
~ 
~ 
X 
I ~ 
~ 
ARRm~r::.ENT 
. 
. 
SHEET 1 OF ~ SHE ETS 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTJ:ftSTATE 
u.s. 
LEGEND 
• Jil Poll Ollice I Public Bldq. 
School cv- City Hall 
CT- Court Houae 
• R. R. O.pal 
A-Armory 
SlrHI o L - Ubrary 
, pen for travel 
.::::::: Slr .. t dtdl , 
--- City Llmlta. ealtd bul no\ open. 
40 
CORVALLIS 
BENTON COU NTY OREGON 
Oftf;GON 8TA.;;·:~~oM•~:'"~ DE:P'AftTM([NT 
u .• . ;~:::::~;" ......... . 
IUI'IIIAU 0# 
0
' C:OWMitJIICI 
~UILIC: 1101101 
Population 29,500 
Sul1 In 
Revited May fq6a 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
• 
• 
SHEETz OF G SHEETS 
;Y 
1 
I ••I•• 3iJii ... .; .. n . ." 
s.w. 
3i:': 
z: : 
SIGNED ROUTES 
JNTEASTATE 
OR E. 
• 
• 
• 
LEGEND 
PostOIIice • Public Bldg . 
c.Y-City Hall 
School 
cr- Court Hou~ 
R. R. Depot ..,_Armory 
L -Library 
Stree t open lor travel. 
Street dedicated but not open. 
City Limits. 
41 
BENTON COUNTY OREGON 
O REG ON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U . l . OIEI'A"TMCNT Cl' TJIANSPO" TA T ION 
,.ltCit ltA I. HIGHWA, Y AOioiiNIITIIIATION 
.UIIIItAU OP" I'IJ.LIC IIOAOI 
Poputation 2V,500 
Sc.,le in Feet 
SH E ET 
A~RR:NGE~ENT 
3 • 
. . 
Revised May 1968 SHEET 3 OF 6 SHEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE. ~ 
u.s. =e= 
ORE ==(§== 
LEGEND 
a Pott Ofllco dl Public Bldg. 
iJ School <•- Clly Hall 
C:T- Court Howse 
8 R. R. Do pot "'- Armory 
L-Ubtory 
== S!reel ope11 for travel. 
········ Stt&at dedicated but not open. 
--- CityUmit.. 
(;') City Center M.P. loq. 
Hr2 
SHIEET 
Sc:o.l• in Feet 
- . ·~"-~ -
PoJX~Iation U,SOO 
AR~R~NGE:ENT 
• • 
• • 
P..YiMd Mey 1968 SHEET A OP fl SHEETS 
.w. 
s.w. WHIT'IY 
StGNEO ROUTES 
INTEftSTAT£ 
u.s. 
-{MATCH TO SHEET~) 
LEGEND 
8 Poml OUicc ca Iii Publie Bldq. 
II 
School cv-Cily Hall 
CT- Court HouM 
R. R. Depot ..,_Armory 
Street o l. -Library 
pen for travel 
Street dedicated ' 
City Liml... but not open. 
4) 
SHEET !50f' 8 SHEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
LEGEND 
• Post Office 
• Sc:hool 
• n. R. Depot 
I Public Bldg. 
c.v -City Hall 
CT- Courl House 
A.-Armory 
L -Libtary 
Street open for trave l. 
Street dedicot od but nol open . 
City Limits. 
44 
CORVALLIS 
COUNTY OREGON 
Population 29,500 
Sco~le in .~ee l 
SHEET 
Akt]RRANGEMENT 
. 
• 
5H!ET 8 o,.e SH!ETS 
SWEET LANE 
L EGEND 
,., v ....... FED ERAL AID I NT ERSTAT E SYS TEM IN TERS TATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FA I I 
FAS F EDE RAL AI D PR IMARY SYSTEM 
-m- FEDERA L A I D SECONDARY SYS TEM-STA TE U. S.NUMBERED ROUTE 0 ~ FE DERAL A I D SECONDA RY SYSTEM-COUN TY 0 <IIIIIIUJ OTH ER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL fF3 TE RMI NAT I ON OF FA SYS TEM 
-
TERMINAT I ON OF ROUTE 
---
O I VIOEO HI GHWAY 
-·-
UND I VIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
= STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
• POST OFF I CE • PUB LI C BLDG. 
• 
SC HOOL CY CITY HALL 
0 CITY CEN TEI! CT COURT HOUSE 
• R.R.D EPOT ARMORY 
--- CITY LIM I TS LIBRARY 
total pop. 
6,210 
45 
COTTAGE GROVE 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
O REGON STATE HI G H WAY DEPA RTM EN T 
U . l . O(.~ .t. OITH (.N T Or TOIAN!I~OATAT ION 
r(.O (. AAI. HI GHWAY A O H INI!ITAA TIOI-I 
8UOII A U Or "UII.IC ltO AO S 
PopulatiM 5, 150 
Ae"o~ i <.Cd August 1969 
0 
~~ , 
. § 
~ , 
0 
~ 
111 ' S.W. HAZELBROOK RO. 
I MATCH TO TIGARD I 
LINCOLN ST. N.W. ·o: 
WASHINGTON ST.: : .~~ 
r:·· .. 
I MATCH TO TUALATIN ) 
r--------1 
I 
SIGNED ROUTES LEGEND 
INTERSTATE 
U.9. 
oru:. 
rb Pc.~l Ollice fa Public: Bldg. 
c:.,-City Hall 
c:r- Courl House 
.o.-Armory 
g School 
.. 
total p op. 
410 
It A. Depol 
L -Library 
S1ree1 optm for lrovel 
s:rc~l dedicated but 1101 open 
C11y Limils. 
46 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I ' 
! J 
: I 
I ' 
DURHAM 
WASHINGTON CO .. OREGON 
l .. Co<>Hh"O""""''"' 
U.f Dt:,.AAT..,tNT 0 ,. cc:u•wuu:l 
suou:•v or ,.UI!..H; ,. 0 ,. 01 
Popu!.tion 2181Eot.) 
May 1966 
DOOENHAM RO. 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTA.TE 
u.s. 
ORit. 
.. 
• 
• 
LEGEND 
Post Oll1ce Ill Public Bldg. 
School 
c:r-City Hall 
cr- Court Housl' 
A. A. Depot .. -Armory 
L- Library 
Street open lor travel 
Street dedtcated but not open 
C1tyLimils. 
total pop. 
81~J85 
47 
R~ ~ 
EUGENE 
LANE COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
Population 72,600 
~0<1 ., """ •oo ~-=~-.:00~.0..~ 
Revited January J9lt6 
oR.· 
10 
SHEET I OFtlSHEETS 
I 
I z -h"W ' ~[l[ 
.. 
: 
.. 
~VIS ST . 
... 
"> a::: 
0• . 
~ 
Q 
~ 
< 
5 . 
~ < 
~ ~ 
<: 
SIGNED ROUTES 
• 
• 
• 
LEGEND 
Post Ollice I Public Bldg. 
School 
c.,-City Hall 
cr- Court House 
R. R. Depot • - Armory 
L- Library 
Street open for hovel. 
Slreel ded icated bul not o pen . 
C ity limits. 
48 
EUGENE 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE MIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
Ro..,iuu:• Jo.nuery 1966 
SHEET 2 OF II SHEETS 
I 
CORLISS 
owosso 
=====L=N':::. ~::\OA.KLEIGH 
====~O~\teCLURE 
SIGNED ROUTES 
ORE 
LEGEND 
8 Public Bldq. 
cv-City Hall iS School 
a A. A. Depot ct- Court House 
.,_Armory 
L -Library 
Srreet open for travel 
--- Street d~dtcated but not open 
CJty L1m11s 
EUGENE 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
.. u ............ . 
OREGON STAT£ HlGHW AY OI.JOARTMENT 
Revhecf January 196,6 
INTIERSTATE ~ 
• Posr Otlice Ill Public Bldq. 
'" - Ci ry Hall 
• School 
R. A. "-pol c'- Courl Howre 
• 
......,. .. _Armory 
L- Libra ry 
Sr reer open for lrovel. 
Streel dedrcared bu r rrol open 
C!ly Lrmrls. 
50 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
~ 
. 
~ 
" 
" ;:
31 3 
z 
. 
. 
. 
0 
SIGNED ROUTES 
. INT£RST.-.TE 
• 
u.s. Iii 
ORIL • 
* 
-
LEGEND 
Post O!Oce Ill Public Bldg 
School 
cv-Cily Holl 
Cl- Court Hou11P 
R R Def'Ol .. -Armory 
( - Lihrory 
Street open for \ravel 
Street der:hcoled but not open 
C11y Limits. 
51 
. 
z 
~ 
. 
I 
. 
u 
~ 
0 
:J 
i 
20TH ST. 
EUGENE 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPAR7MENT 
u,; otP&rH,..('<T or co .. ,..t,cl 
Bl,>fH:.ou Or PUlii.IC IIO•CS 
Population 72,600 
;V 
t 
;;; 
18 
~ 
~ 
z 
~ 
~ 
10 
Revited Jonuary l9b6 
SHEET 5 OF II SHEETS 
.. 
. . . . . . . . ~.v.E_. ; ~~ 
...... -~ 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTitASTATit ~ 
,----
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
___________ j 
• 
.. 
• 
LEGEND 
Po11 OUic• • Public Bldq. 
School 
cv-City Hall 
cr- Cour1 House 
R. R. Dopa< •- Armory 
L -Library 
Slr-1 open for trov•l. 
Street dedicated bul not open . 
City Lim its. 
52 
EUGENE 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY OE,.ArtTI.lENT 
1.1 II Ol~AA~WC .. l Or COMWlfi C: I 
I U AI:"U 01' ~ U I LOC 10 0 .. 01 
Popu14fion 72.,600 
I 
r"" 
I 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
tO 11 
SkEET 8 OF II SHEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES LEGEND 
INT[ASTAT£ ~ 
u.s . =s 
ORE . ~ 
• Poll Ollie~ 9 Pub lic Bldq. 
da School C.'f'-City Hall 
CT- Court Hou•e 
II R. R. Depot .. -Armory 
'--Library 
== Str eet open for tra vel. 
53 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON 5TATI[ I-IIGHWAY OtP'AATMENT 
I~ ~00 .. ~ .. ,.,., '""" '"' 
u 1 DU'AIH .. Il"' T o~ CO,.,.CIICI A .. R::::~~~£NT 
. ::: · ::: Street dedicated bul not o pen Popul1tion 72,800 
--- C ily L1mits . 
• ""' e •""' o ~o 
--===m 8 10 11 
P.•y'ud Janul!ry jqb6 SHEET 7OFt I SHEEn 
SIGNED ROUTES 
JNT~A5TAT£ ==\!'== 
=s 
=®= 
.. 
ria 
a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-"-- j_ ----- - L------- - -- -----
LEGEND 
Post Olhce Ill Public Bldq. 
School 
cv-C ly Hall 
CT- Court Houee 
R. R. Depo1 "-Armory 
-Library 
S reet open for lroval 
Slteet dedJcaled bul uot open 
City llm1IB 
EUGENE 
LANE COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON 5T ... TE HIGHWAY OEPARTMENT 
US Oli'AOir,..lNT Or C::OWW(I>CI 
.URtAU Or I'U.I.tC 110•01> 
Scele ;n fnl 
Re~hed January 1966 
~ ~ ----__ ___j 
~ 
••I•• 
~ 
21]2• 
~\\1/i;< BAILEY 
t ~ 
rn1 HILL 
--,.~~ :. __  
-:.,IJI\''" 
~ ~'l//\1\i 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
,; 
Iii 
OAE a 
~ )OF 
LEGEND 
Pos! Oli1c:e Ill 
School 
R. R Depot 
Pub he Bldg. 
ci'-City Hall 
C1- Court Houre 
...,_ Arm:1ry 
1.- L:br: ry 
S!reet open for travel 
Street dodtcated but 1 ol open 
C ~·l.1mlt& 
55 
EUGENE 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
P.opulel!on 72,600 
ReYltod Jenuery 1966 
. I 
~ 
I 
I 
;r. 
; 
81 
: 
. 
~ 
i 
~ 
X 
0 
;;; 
_j X 
.4.y£. 
SIGNED ROUTES 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
56 
~!o~'::":::::::=:•::"::"·::::::::::::w~~\ .. ___ - - .. - - -- - - -1...-----, 
r-----------------=--------1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ,_ 
• 
• 
• 
LEGEND 
PosL Office Ill Public Bldq. 
School 
cv-Cily Hall 
cr- Couu Ho~oue 
A. A. Depot ..,_Armory 
1.. -Library 
Street open lor hov el. 
Streel d11dicatod bulnol open . 
C1ty Lun il•. 
EUGENE 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
ORE:GON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U 1 Dl .. ,..,.UP01 or CO .... I OIC( 
•••HHA U Or P'U. \..IC aO &OI 
Pop~o~ ! llion 7Z,IIOO 
Revl••d J•nuuy 19U 
I 
. 
ARR ~~EET GEMENT 
2 3 A 
. 7 • 
. ~ II 
SHEET 10 OI"J I !IHEE:TS 
"~ 
~ 
\ 
' 
' 
, I• 
~ 
,--------, 
I I / I 
/' I 
', 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
',----·---....... _ ....
SIGNED ROUTES 
u.s. 
ORE 
I 
/ 
I 
/ 
-.L 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
.. 
• 
57 
:!:!:!!'.!__ _ T -----r----- ----
---1 
I 
I 
1 
'--------..J 
LEGEND 
Post Olhce Ill Public Bldq . 
c.v-C1Iy Hall 
School 
c::•- Court House 
R. R. Depot ... _Armory 
l --Library 
Sheet open for travel 
StretH dedicated but not opeu 
Clly L1mits 
~ 
•F 
AVE. 
EUGENE 
Creek 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
OFl.EGON ST.O.TE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
us ou·.o.,.T .. H<T or C.(> .... l<o<-l 
BlJ"[ .. U o.- ~VII~<( "u•O~ 
Popula.tiol'l 72,600 
Revi1ed Jonuary 19U 
RD. 
•. 
....u1_ 
I 
~ 
----
-·-= 
.N. E. 
FAS 7 30 
GUS AN 
FAS 6 3 8 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL A I 0 INTERSTATE SYSTEM v 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 0 FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM -COUNTY 0 OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE io 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY ill 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL ,. 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED 
U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
WOOO VILLAGE 
---------------------, 
M 
. 
HOUTE 
ST. 
I FA I I 
I 
I 
! 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
POST OFFICE 8 PUBLIC BLDG. 
SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
CITY CEtHER CT COURT HOUSE 
R.R.DEPOT ARMORY 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY Ll!iiTS LIBRARY 
total pop. 
1,115 
58 
ffiOtJTDA~ 
WOOD VILLAGE 
FAIRVIEW 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY. OREGON 
OR[GOri STAH fliGHNAY DEPII.RTMENT 
US 0[PAR1M[Nl Of TRANSf'{JRTA.TION 
f([)£RAL HIGHWAY A(lMINSTRAT!ON 
Pcpulalicn 1,093 
Sc~lc "' feet 
Revised April1971 
-·-= 
MAPLETON 
T 25 R1E W. M. 
WEST LINN 
~ 
··r 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
LEGEND OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTA TE SYSTEM 
FED ER AL AID PR IMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SEC ONDARY SYS TEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY- LOCAL 
TERMINAT ION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERM INATION OF ROU TE 
OIV IOED HIGHW AY 
UNDIV IDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREE T OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREE T DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
~ INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE IFAI) 0 U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
0 STATE NUMBERFD ROUTE 
i POS T OFF I CE 
lio SCHOOL 
Q CI TY CEN T ER 
a R . R.D EPOT 
--- C I TY LIMITS 
t PUBLI C BLDG. 
CY Cl TY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
total pop. 
6 "470 
U .S . DI!:~ARTW[NT Of" TOI .. N5~0RT .. TION 
P"I!:O[R .. l. HIGHW .. 'I' .. Dio{INI .TOIATION 
IIUR[ .. U Of" ~UIJLie AOAD8 
Popul1fion 5:450 
Revised September 1969 
59 
S HEET 
·a·:·r 
SHEET 1 OF 2 SHEETS 
~-
OREGONCITY 
r MATCH TO OREGON Cll"Y S HEET 1 1 
-·-= 
\ 
"" 
R2 E W.M. 
LE GEND 
FE DERA L AID INT ER STATE SYSTEM 
FED ERAL AID PR IMARY SYS TEM 
FE DERA L A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM-S TATE 
FED ERAL A I 0 SECONDARY SYS TEM-COUNTY 
OTHE R FEDERA L AID SECONDARY LOCAL 
TERM INATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINAT ION OF ROU TE 
OIV IDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIV IDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STR EET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STR EET DED ICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
v 
0 
0 
• 
.. 
0 
I NTER STi\TE NUMBERED ROU TE (FA I) 
U.S.NUMBEREO ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
POST OFFIC C 
SCHOOL 
C I TY CENTER 
I 
CY 
CT 
• R.R. O[ P QT 
PUB L I C BLDG. 
CITY HAL L 
COUR T HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY --- C I TY LIMITS 
6o 
AVE . 
c • . 
~ I < 
:n 
i I I 
GLADSTONE 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DE PARTMENT 
U .S . O(I'ART"'IEN T O P" TIIAN !f i'ORTATION 
I' II:D[ IUIL NI<H<W A T AO ... I N I &TRATION 
II UR IEAU O P' I'U DLIC ROAD . 
Populetion S,4SO 
Revised September 1969 
SHEET ArNG.T 
~HI!:ET 2. Of' 2. SHEETS 
f-: DOLLAR f.:,) 
\.,,..,.. MOUNTAIN 
' ~-.,..,1/.t/1/11•"'_ .. 
\. 
' \) 
61 
0 
.. / 
~----------------·-·--·-----~1·--·----·----------~~-·--·----~~~·--·~~~~~~~~~ 
I 
\1 
·.\ 
···~ 
\ 
... 
SIGNED ROUTES LEGEND 
INTJ:ftSTATI: 
u .•. 
Oft I:. 
oi Po•t Olfleo • Public Bldg. 
• School 
cv-City Hall 
cr-cOwt House 
• R. R. Depol A-Armory l-Llbrary 
== Stroot opon for travel. 
;;; :;::; Street dedicated. but not opon. 
total pop. 
12,455 
CllyLimlta. 
GRANTS PASS 
JOSEPHINE COUNTY . . OREGON 
OftEGON STATE MIGHWAY DIEr'A~IINT 
1,1 •• • DUAifTNilHT OP' CONNUICI: 
.UIIU.U OP' I"U.LIC IIIMO. 
· Population 12,7co 
~I• in r .. t 
Rovhod Jonuary 1967 
SHEET I Of'" 4 8 HEIETS 
"-. --------
···---. 
------
HlLL 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTitRSTATII: il 
u.s. ill! 
ORE. .. 
·I· 
'"'OliO 
LEGEND 
Post Olllc:o Ill Pub He Bldg. 
Sehool 
cv-Ctty Hall 
cT- Co uri House 
R. R. O.pot A-Armory 
1..-Llbrcny 
Siren! open for travel. 
Straot dedieatcd but not open. 
CltyLimlla. 
62 
____u____~ - &_ 
GRANTS PASS 
JOSEPHINE COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON GTATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
IN COOI'i:JU.l!O~ WllM Tkl 
U.S. DI!P ... MTMENT Of" COtiMUICE 
DURV.U 01' I'Uiii\.IC ltO"'D. 
Population 12,700 
Sc.de In f*"et 
Ravhed J<~~nl.la.rv 196 7 
SHEET 2 OF 4 GHE£TS 
WEBSTER RO 
z j 
< 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
• 
u.a. 
• 
ON I. • 
LEGEND 
Po1l Office • Public Bldg. 
School 
cT-CttyHall 
CT-CourtHoUM 
R. R. Pepol A-Armory 
L- Library 
===. Stroot open for travel. 
:::::::: Stroot dedicated but not opon. 
--- CityLlmll•. 
6) 
GRANTS PASS 
JOSEPHINE COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY CI .. ARTMilNT 
INC:-~t.•.I.TION WI1WtHI. 
U,l , tllf'AIITW~T 01" COioCtoiiiiCI 
IUIII&AU OP' f'UILIC II.OADI 
Population 12 ,700 
Roviled January 1967 
SHE ItT 3 01'" <4 SHEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTI!!:RSTATE 
u.s. 
ORE, 
I MATCH _TO SHI!n 2l 
oi 
~ ~ 
L.EGENC 
Post Office • Pub lie Bldq. 
Ill School CY- City Hall 
• R. R. Depot CT - CourtHouse 
A -Armory 
Street o 1..- Library 
pen for travel S~reet dedicated b , 
Cdy Limila, ut not open. 
GRANTS PASS 
JOSEPHINE 
Population 12,700 
64 
SHEET 
·cr:r [JJ 
SHEET 4 OF .ol SHEETS 
Grant 
Bulle 
-- ----
STARK 
'l MATCH TO SHEET 31 
LEGEND T1 S R3W W.M . 
_,_._,-
;:: 
~ 
~ 
-
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FED ER AL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COU NTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY - LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYST EM 
TERMINAT ION OF ROU TE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
-·-UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
= STREE T OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
V INTERSTATE NUMBERE D ROUTE (FAJ l 0 U. 5 . NUMBERED ROU TE 
0 STATE NUM BERED ROUTE 
i POS T OFF ICE 
i1 SCH OOL 
~ ~ ~~~O~~~ ~ER 
••• C I T Y LI M IT S 
total pop. 
12' 150 
I PUBL I C BLDG. 
CY CIT Y HALL 
C T CO UR T H OU SE 
ARMORY 
LI BRA RY 
GRESHAM 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DI'JISIOU 
US. D[ PARTMENTOf TR.I.NSPORTATION 
H OERAl li iCHWAY AOMINSTRAliON 
Population 989] 
Sc'le: infet l 
c----=- -E------===3 
Revised April 1971 
SHEET 
Frl 3 • 
SHEET I OF 4 SHEETS 
s " 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I [j 
I 
I 
I 
.,;I 
~ 
STARK 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---..J I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-• I I I 
-------J 
"' i 
·-----~~ 
g 
N.E. 17TH ST. 
"' > . g 
ti 
~ § 
8 
N.E. 
S.E. 1ST ST. 
(MATCH TO SHEET 4) 
TIS R3 W W.M. 
LEGEND 
--fA!._ ~ FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
 FEDERAL A I D PRIMARY SYSTEM 
:f,'C· FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM· STATE 
arlMm ~~~~:A~E~~~A~E;~~D~~~O~~;~~~ ~gg~~TY 
~ TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
....-TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
-·-= 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED H!GHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
v 
8 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAll 
U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
II POST OFFICC 
ia SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTER 
a R.R.DCPOT 
••• CITY LIMITS 
• CY 
CT 
A 
L 
PUBLIC BLDG. 
CITY HALL 
COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
t 
CEM. 
UTH 
---~-----------, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-------·---~L--
GRESHAM 
66 
STREBIN RD. 
MUL TNOMAH COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STAT[ HIGHW!l.Y DIVISION 
US DEPARTMEI'H Of TRANSPORTATION 
FEDU~AL HIGf!WAY ADMlt!STRATION 
Popufation<WlJ 
Scale m Fe~l 
-~.: 
Revised April197/ 
SHEET 2. OF A SHEETS 
~I 
. 
s.w. 
------------1 
I 
I 
R. csen,oir 
~ 20,, 
I ·. 
1 MATCH TO S HEET II 
r----, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I !,. _____ _ 
L--------------------~-----
DUll ER 
GRESHAM 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON ST.I\1 [ HIGHWAY ONISION 
U.S. OEP.IIRTMENT Of TRANSPOR TATION 
fEOERAL IUGI1WAY AO MINSlRAliON 
Population 9891 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,--· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
CD4 . T 
~------------tl~ t 
0 
,------------, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
21 12.2. 
I 
I 
I 
'"--------- -, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
I 
' 
L----------------------
-·-= 
Scale on feel 
== 
Rcviscd Apri l1 971 
TIS R3E W.M. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL A I D INTERSTA TE SYSTEM 
FEDERA L AID PR IMARY SYS TEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUN TY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYS TEM 
TERM INATION OF ROUTE 
0 IV I OED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
ST REET OED I CA TED BUT NO T OPEN 
v INTER STATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FA I ) 
U. 5. NUMB ERED ROUTE 8 STATE NUMB ERED ROUTE 
li POST OFF ICE 
oil SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTER 
• R.R.D EPOT 
••- C ITY L IMITS 
1111 PUBLIC BLDG. 
CY C ITY HAL L 
CT CO URT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBR ARY 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
. 
. 
SHEET 3 OF A SHEETS 
\ 
---------- / 
I 
L----------r-----1 
PAM 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
Tl S R3W W.M. 
no. 
LEGEND 
-·-= 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
v 
8 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAI) 
U.S.NUMSERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
i POST OFFICE 
lia SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTER 
• R.R.DCPOT 
••• CITY LIMITS 
• PUBLIC BLDG. 
CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
==-_,,. _ _,_ --...---
1 
~--· I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r" 
LlEY ROAD 
RD. 
GRESHAM 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY D!VIS!ON 
U.S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGHWAY AOMINSTRAT!ON 
Population 9893 
s~ale !<! feel 
-~ ~:--:-';] 
Revised April 1971 
SHEET .. OF .4 SHEETS 
-~!:~!:!~----
CLACKAMAS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 
I 
I 
.. 
r---------~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,--l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
69 
~fi'Jl _________________ j 
-·-= 
FEDERA L AID INTE RSTATE SYSTEM 
FED ERA L A I 0 PRIMARY SYS TEM 
LEGEND 
FEDERA L AID SECONDARY SYST EM-STATE 
FEDERA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTH ER FED ERAL AI D SECONDARY- LOCAL 
TERM INATI ON OF FA SYS TEM 
TERM I NA TI ON OF ROUTE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UN DI VIDED HI GHWAY-NO . OF LAN ES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAV EL 
• 
• 0 
• 
T1S&T2S 
INTERS TATE NUMBERED ROU TE I FAI l 
U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBER ED ROU TE 
POST OFF I CE: • PUBL I C B L DG . SC HOO L CY C IT Y HALL 
C IT Y CEN TER CT CO URT HOUS E 
R . R . DEP OT A ARMORY 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NO T OPEN ••• C IT Y li MIT S L LIBRAR Y 
total pop . 
1, 390 
SUNNYSI DE 
HAPPY VALLEY 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U.S. OEP.i,Rl MENT Of TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGHWAYADMINSTRATION 
SUR[,I,U OF PUBliC ROADS 
Population 1,2 50 
FA' 
--;::;--
~ ~ 
cill:'h, 
fiE' 
-
---
_,_ 
= 
~~====~·~~~-~M~G~LE~Y====·~O~·============~ 
N.W. HORNECKER 
(MATCH TO SHEET 4) 
Tl N R3 W W.M. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL A I D INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTE~.1 
FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTCv1-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM -COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID 5 ECO~JDARY- lOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNO J VI OED HIGHY.'AY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
v INTERSTATE NUMBEriED ROUTE ( F/li) 
0 U.S. NU\18ERED ROUTE 
0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
• POST OFF ICC Ill f'LJ BL I r; tlLDG. oio SCHOOL CITY HAl.L 
0 CITY N TE:.,; c: T COURT 1--!0t_ sr 
. R. R. r:::. P c,T A f1Fn.1() RY 
---CITY LIMITS L LIBRARY 
total pop. 
15,960 
;Y 
HILLSBORO 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
US OEPARHI[/HOF!RANS>'ORlATIDr> 
F£D[RAL HIGHWAY ADMiloSlllATION 
BUREAU Of PUBLIC ROADS 
Popuf41tion 1-1,000 
1n Feet 
-~---
Revised May 1970 
?0 
SHEET 
~ [E8 
SHEET 1 OF 8 SHEETS 
,., 
~ 
-
, .. 
~ , .. 
IIlllliXl 
flD 
----
-·-= 
··I·· ~
N.W. 
r---
1 
I 
I 
r---
1 
I 
I 
I 
__ _j 
N.E. 
I 
I 
I ___ .... 
EVERGREEN 
~ 
>•!•• 
_________ I 
(MATCH TO SHEET~ l 
T 1 N R 2 W R 3 W W. M. 
LEGEND 
A I D v FEDERAL INTERSTATE SYSTEM INTERSTATE NUMBER ED ROU TE I FA I I FEDERAL AID PR I MARY SYSTEM 0 FED ERAL A I D SECONDA RY SYSTEM· STATE U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE FEDERA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM·COUNTY 0 STATE NU~1BERED ROU TE OTHER FEDERAL AI D SECON DAR Y-LOCAL TERMINAT ION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICC • PUI3L I C BLDG. 0 I V I OED H t GHWAY • SCHOOL CY CITY HALL UND I VI DED HIGHWAY - NO . OF LANES 0 C I TY C.EN T ER CT COURT HOUSE STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL • R.R.D £ POT ARMORY STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
--- C ITY LIMITS L19R.4RY 
LN 
" > .
LN 
" z 
RD. 
' 1 
CORNELL 
~NCDLN 
HILLSBORO 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
Q~(GQN STATE MIGHWAY DIVISION 
US OEPARJ M[NI Of IRANSPOIUA:ION 
HOERAl lfiGH"N.lY AOMII4SIR.Il10N 
BUREAU Of PUBLIC ROADS 
Population 1<4 ,000 
Stale•n fe et 
• .____ ~ . - ....::..· ----=-:-==.<:;-: 
Revi~ May 1970 
S HEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
' 
. 
SHEET 2 OF e SHEETS 
lj 
N.W. 
~ 
$ c • 
~ 
i 
~ 
7._!_~RP0A.!_ ___ _,_ ____ ....... __ _pJL_'I 
;<I 
e 
X 
.. 
~ 
X 
i 
-, 
WASHINGTON 
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
N.W. 
BROGDEN 
L ____ _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
"'-.._, 
EVERGREEN 
$ 7 
~ 
33]34 
TIN R2W W.M. 
LEGEND 
-·-= 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 1 
FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM- STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HTGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
ST-REET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
V INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAll 
0 U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
0 STATE .'iU\lBE~E[) fWUTE 
i POST OFFIC!: 
• SCHOOL Q CITY CENTfli 
• R.R.OLPOT 
---CITY LIMITS 
A PUBLIC BLDG. 
CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
·t 
5 
~ 
RD. 
;Y 
RAILROAD 
S.W. OELRICH RD. 
HILLSBORO 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISiON 
US DlPMRTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION 
flO[FIAL HIGHI'IAY ADMIN~TR>\11(1N 
BUREAU OF f'U!:lliC ROADS 
Popu!dion 14,000 
Sc~le on Feet 
~-:--
Revised May 1970 
72 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
3 
. 
SHEET 3 OF IS SHEETS 
3 • COOK 
10 11 
\ 
LEGEND 
;:~ FEDERAL A I D INTERSTATE SYSTEM v INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I I ~ FEDERAL A I 0 PRIMARY SYSTEM 0 ~ FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM· STATE U.S.NUMSERED ROUTE FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTE~1-COUNTY 0 OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL STATE NUMBERED ROUTE ;m> TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
-
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE fill PuBLIC BLDG 
---
DIVIDED HIGHWAY il SCHOOL CY C!TY HALL 
-·-
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE. 
= STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL • R.R.DE.POT ARMORY STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY LIMITS LIBRARY 
HILLSBORO 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON SlATE HIGHWAY DiVISION 
US DEPA.RTMENT Of T~ANSPOf\JAliON 
fEDERAL HIGHWAY AOMINS1RAT!ON 
8UR[AUOF PUBLIC ROADS 
Populetion 14.000 
Seal~ '" Feet 
·~- __ ....; __ --:_::::::_:c_<~~::::.-==:..:.-:-_;,;;; 
Revised May 1970 
73 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
. 
. 
~EET "' OF 6 SHEETS 
~ 
i 
flD 
-
-
··-= 
~' I ' 
I ', 
I ' I '-------~ 1 I , __ _, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_._h_ 
718 
T 1 S R 2 W R 3 W W. M. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM v INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I ) FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 0 FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYS TEM-STATE U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 ROUTE OTHE R FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY -LOCAL STATE NUMBERED 
-TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TE RMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE • PuBLIC BLDG. DIVIDED HIGHWAY .. SCHOOL CY CITY HA LL 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COU~T HOUSE STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL . R.R.DEPOT ARMORY 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN --- CITY L IM I T S LIBRARY 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISION 
liS. DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION 
HOERAL HIGUWAY AOhUNSIRATION 
BUREAU Of PUBliC ROADS 
Population 14,000 
Revised M.1y 1970 
SHEET 
1···~r 1 
SHEET 5 01" 6 SHEETS 
MAIN 
s.tS:. CEDAR ST. 
l~H.:~~~I,.EAST. 
--, r:-· 
~ ll~ 
< II ~ ::~ 
W II 
z II~ i\ 
ft.! 
f/~ I 
II~ I ii~ I 
II~ I 
I 
I 
I 
~I 
ST. 
S.W. PI:ARSON RD. 
AD. 
~----
~ _ _.
S..f. HEMlOCk ST. 
GOLO!i:N 
AD. 
~ 
·~==== 
~ 
,, r" 
TIS RZW W. M. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL A I D INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
S'I'REET OED I CATEO BUT NOT OPEN 
V INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAI) 
0 U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
0 STATE NU\18EREO ROUTE 
• POST OFFICE: 
Iii SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTEH 
• R.R.DCPOT 
---CITY LIMITS 
8 PUBLIC BLDG . 
CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
-...,...------
s.w. LOIS ST. 
w. FRANCIS 
S.W. JOHNSON CT. 
HIVY. 
HILLSBORO 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIY!S!ON 
US DEf'MilMENI Of IRANSPORIATION 
F£D[RAL HiGHI'<AY AD\IINSTRATION 
BUREAU OF PUBliC ROADS 
Population 14,000 
s~~le "' Feet 
Revi1ed May 1970 
"' 
flitVERTON 
SHEET 
tr:GJ 
~ 
SHEET d OF 8 SHEETS 
_,_._,-
~ 
-w-
:.rtr.~ 
flB 
-
-·-= 
T. 2 S. R. 2 E. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM·COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY·LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
OIVIDEO HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
V INTEHSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FA!) 0 U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
• POST OFFICE 
i1 SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTER 
• R.R.DCPOT 
---CITY LIMITS 
II PUBLIC BLDG . 
CY CiTY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
total pop. 
378 
JOHNSON CITY 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STAT( H\GH'MYO!V!S!Q:i 
US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATiON 
fEDHIAl HIGHWAY ADMINSTRATION 
Population 378 
Scale on F€et 
~~~~~:o_:-0-.~.!"::_-::--:::=.=::::=J 
1970 
::~ 
~ 
""rn"" 
..--. 
mf&iw 
~ 
-
---
-·-= 
T2.5 RIW W . M. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYS TEM 
FED ERAL AID PR IMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STA TE 
FEDERAL AID SECON DARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY· L OCAL 
TERMINAT ION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERM IN ATION OF RO UT E 
OIVIDEO HIGHWAY 
UND IVIDED HIGHWAY-NO. OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAV EL 
STREET DED ICATED BU T NOT OPEN 
0 IN TERSTA TE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I) 
0 U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
• PO ST OFF I CE 
• 
SCHOOL 
0 CITY CEN TE R 
• R .R . DEPO T 
--- C ITY LI M IT S 
total pop. 
1,575 
• PUBLIC BLDG . CY C ITY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
L IB RARY 
;V 
KING CITY 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
~u~aug • • ... ~ 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
"' coo·~~•"o" .,,. no( 
U .•• Dt"A~f ... I[Nf 0,. TIUINS,.OATATIOfol 
,.[DEA.O.I.. ... IGHW4Y A,ONINIITAATION 
. U AI:AV 0" .. U.LIC AOAOI 
Popul•lion 1,086 
Revised September 1969 
UPPER 
KLAMATH 
LAKE 
TERMINAL 
CITY 
± 
T 
SIGN EO ROUTES LEGEND 
INTERSTATE 
u.s. 
ORE. 
• Post Ollice 
Iii School 
• R. A. Depot 
I Public Bldq. 
·c,.-City Holl 
CT- Court House 
.. _Armory 
~.._Library 
Street open for lfavcl. n 
Street dedicated but 110t ope . 
City Limits. 
total pop. 
15,800 
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1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
OR[GON 
Tl:c:;HNICAl. 
INaTITUTI; a. 
I 
______ I1 
r-
1 
I I 
_] [j 
A~RR~~~rMENT 
' . 
• 4 
L---.., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
INTERSTATE 
ORE. 
. 
. 
. 
:. ~~. 
z:: 
0. 
~:' 
o: 
: . . . . . . . 
'ST .. W· . 
. : ~:: 
. w. 
····Ill· 
. . o: 
: ~ . . It; 
LEGEND 
0 Po!rt OlhC'e 
t8 School 
8 Public Bldq. 
c.v-CHy Hall 
c' _Court House 
,._Armory 
~,.-Library 
• A. R. Depot 
Street open lor lravel. 
Street dodrcated but not open ~-~-~ Clly lrmits. 
( 
j 
79 
KLAMATH FALLS 
OREGON KLAMATH COUNTY. 
nt•~~;~~;~ DEPARTMENT OREGON STATE 
s~dle in feet •~c 
•<>~. Q--=~~ 
Revised Aprill965 
~' 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I * 
r 
I 
I 
1.---
MOORE 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
u.s. 
ORE. 
LEGEND 
• Post Office t Ppblic Bldg 
cv-Cily Hall 
cr- Court Hous(' 
•- Armory 
• School 
• R. R. pepol 
L _Library 
Street opon for navel 
Street dcdicaled bul no! open 
City Limits. 
Ell" A UNA 
r-
LAK!i 
Loq 
Pond 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
u.s . 
ORE. 
L.EGEND 
8 Posl Olliee 
Iii School 
I Public Bldq. 
c.v - ·Cily Hall 
c.r- Courl House 
... -Armory • R. R. Depol 
L _Library 
Streel open for travel. 
Slreel dedicated bul not open . 
CilyLim il s. 
Reviu:te~ ... pril/965 
;V 
0 
T 2 5 & T 3 5 R 38 E 
W . M . 
, I• 
-:-:i:"':" -------------
10 1"1 
LEGEN D 
,., 
--;::.:--- FEDERAL A ID INTER STAT E SYSTEM 
~ FEDERA L AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERA L AID SECON DARY SYSTEM-STATE 
~ FEDERAL A 10 SECONDARY SYS TEM-COUNTY 
m:u.u.w OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
{£§ T ERMINAT I ON OF FA SYSTEM 
....- TERM INAT I ON OF RO UTE 
= 0/VIDED HIGHWAY 
_ ._ _ UNDIVIDED HI GHWA Y-NO.OF LANE S 
====:J STREET OPE N FO R TI~AVEL 
==== STREET OED I CAT EO BUT NOT OPEN 
V I NTERSTA TE NUMBERE D ROUTE ( FA/ ) 
0 U. 5. NUMBER ED ROUTE 
c=) STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
• PO ST OFF I CC 
.i1 SCHOOL 
Q CITY CLNTEH 
• R.R.D ~. POT 
--- f. IT Y LIM I TS 
I PU!lL I C BLDG. 
CY C ITY HAL L 
CT COURT HOU S E 
ARMORY 
l i ORi'\ RY 
total pop. 
9,850 
OREGON S T ATE HIGHWAY OEP.t~.ATMEN T 
U 5 OI:P & RT"!CNT Of" TfU.NS'"0RT•tiON 
1'" £ 0C A•C.. HIGNW & ¥ •O"'I"'I~T'l4TION 
82. 
Population 10,100 
Sco~le ;n T~~ l 
ARRANGEM E N T 
Revi,ecl September 1969 ~ 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
V.I. 
OAI:. 
T2S & T3S R38E 
W. M. 
... _j 
\ 
LEGEND 
• Post Office I Public Bldg . 
• School cv-City Hall 
C:T- Court Hou•e 
• R. R. Depot .o.- Armory 
Street o L. -Library 
pen for \ravel 
Street dedicated b . 
--- City Limil•. ut nol open 
LANE 
8:.) 
~ .:,_--··· 
u 
10 11 
ns '"' 
Popul•til»! Cl, 900 
Sule in 
Reviwd October 1961 
SHEET 
'Ei 
-UJ.._ 
~ 
{1D 
----
-·-= 
I ----,.·---r--------.! . .!l-.!!
1
• M~~!~~:~~s-
1 I 
I I ~ I 
I I : 
I 1 1 I I I 
I I ~ I 
I I - I 
I 1 ~ I 
I 1 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
:r----J 1 
n ~ 1 
II 1 
II I 
------, 
s.w. MEADOWS. AOAO 
(I 
II 
>II ~II 
~~~ 
--------- c ··~ 
··------... ~ 
~II 
~ .. 
GALEWOODST. ~!LJI 
s.w. BONITA 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM ~ INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FA I) FEDERAL A I D PRIMARY SYSTEM 8 FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM· STATE U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE FEDERAL A I 0 SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICt Ill PUBLIC BLDG. DIVIDED HIGHWAY .. SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY·NO.OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL • R.R.DEPOT ARMORY STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY LIMITS LIBRARY 
total pop. 
15,680 
LAKE OSWEGO 
CLACKAMAS & MUL TNOMAH 
COUNTIES, OR"EGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISION 
US 0(PARTM(NT Of TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAl HIGHWAY AOMJNSTRATION 
Population 14,573 
Su!einFeet 
Revi~ January 1971 
84 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 1 OF 4 SHEETS 
\ 
: p ...i r:-:-=J~ S.W. STEPHENSON 
~~~~ JJ!i S.W. DICKINSON LN. , -. ~ ·~\ 
T. 1.2S .• R. lE.WM 
LEGEND 
-·-= 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL A I D PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM·STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM·COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY·LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERM I NAT I ON OF ROUTf 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY·NO.DF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
v 
8 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAI) 
U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
it POST OFFICE 
Bil SCHOOL Q CiTY CENTER 
a R.R.OEPOT 
---CITY LIMITS 
I PU.BLIC BLDG. 
CY C 1 TY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
Revised January 1971 
LAKE OSWEGO 
CLACKAMAS & MUL TNOMAH 
COUNTIES. OREGON 
OREGON SlATE HIGHWAY DIVISiml 
US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGH NAY ADMINSTRATION 
Population 14,573 
&:ale,n Feel 
~-"'!'!'"~----:;:-=-:-..::-c::-i.£:_=~ 
86 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 2 OF 4 SHEETS 
I 
II 
T.1.2S .• R.1E,WM 
INTERSTATE SY~TEM 
-Ul- FEDERAL A I D PRIMARY SYST~TEM- STATE j FEDERAL A: g SECONDA~Y ;~STEM ·COUNTY LEGEND ROUTE (FA I) UMBERED i"""\ INTERSTATE N V S NUMBERED ROUTE 
• FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY NDARY- LOCAL 
FA ~~~~:A~E~E~A~F A~~ ;~~~EM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE ~ TERMINAT~~GHWAY 0 OF LANES 
DIVIDED GHWAY-N · 
=UNDIVIDED HIFOR TRAVEL OPEN 
-·- REET OPEN ED BUT NOT ~ ~~REET DEDICAT 
8 U. . ROUTE STATE NUMBERED 
~fa PUBLIC BLDG. 
ICE CITY HALL g POST OFF CY COURT HOUSE 
liB ~~~~O~ENTER c; ARMORY 
Q R.R.DEPOT TS L LIBRARY 
-=-CITY LIMI 
SHEET J OF 4 SHEETS 
i-----
1 
, ___________________ J 
)Ill•· ,II&,_ 
C'OOKS "'· 
BUHE 
= 
~ 
IE 
/fB 
-
---
-·-
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM v 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 8 FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM· STATE FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONOARY·LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • DIVIDED HIGHWAY .. 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY·NO.OF LANES 0 
• 
n 
II 
II §( ~ 
I ==S=.W.W=ILD=AST=J=::::~~ 
I 
T.1,2S.,R.1E,WM 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I) 
U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
POST OFFICE • PUBLIC BLDG. SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
R.R.OE.POT A ARMORY 
LAKE OSWEGO 
CLACKAMAS & MUL TNOMAH 
COUNTIES, OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISION 
US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
HD~RAL HIGHWAY AOMINSTRAT!ON 
= 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY LIMITS L LIBRARY 
Population 14,573 
Scale in F11et 
Revised January 1971 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
m 
~ 
SHEET 4 OF 4 SHEETS 
' J ) 
z 
0 
z g 
~ 
• 
• 0 
• 
LEGEND 
POST OFFICE 
SCHOOL 
C ITY CENTER 
R.R.DEPOT 
--- C ITY LIMIT S 
• PUBLIC BLDG. 
CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT HOU SE 
ARMORY 
LIBRAR Y 
INTERS TATE NUMBERED 
U. S.NUMBERED ROUTE 
Sl ATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
ROUTE (FA I I ....u.t_ 
---r.:r-
3i 
T 125 R2W W . M . 
FEDE RA L AI D INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYS TEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY - LO CA L 
total poi?. 
7, 5JO 
-·-= 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMI NATION OF ROUTF 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO .O F LAN ES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRA VEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
88 
LEBANON 
LINN COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STAT[ HIGHWAY DIVISION 
U.S. OEPAIHMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
fEDE RAL HIGHWAY AOMINSTRAT ION 
Population 6,800 
Scale in feet 
RNised September 1970 
JEI'"FERSON 
14 
. 
~ 
0 
. 
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS r r-----1 
,p l ,p / I I 
ld' l 
~
SIGN EO ROUTES 
INT&,.STATE 
• 
u.s. 
• 0 .. 1'. 
• 
LEGEND 
Poa!Offlee • Public Bldq. 
School 
cv-City Hall 
CT - Court HouN 
R. R. O.pol A-Armory 
L-Library 
Street open lor travel. 
Street dedicated but not open. 
CltyLlmlla. 
0 City Ctlntl!r M.P. log 
total pop. 
1,690 
8~ 
LOUCKS ROAD 
MADRAS 
JEFFERSON COUNTY. OREGON 
OfttGON STATE HIGHWAY DE .. A ... TMINT 
Ill COO~IIIU!DN WITH THI 
\J I Oti'AoHfMENT g ,- TI'IA"' I li'OitTAT ION 
'IOCI'IAL I"I IOHWAY 4CM I "-- IITHIIfiON 
Popul•tlon I. BOO 
Sc•l• in fuf 
Rovisod Aprill968 
.U.:.~---, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.---' 
I 
I 
I 
_____ J 
TIN R2E WM 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL A I D PR IMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUN TY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
~ 
0 
0 
• 
.. 
0 
. 
INTERSTATE NUMBERE D ROUTE (FA I I 
U.S.NUMBER ED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
POST OFFICE • P UB LI C BLDG . SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
CITY CENTER CT COURT HO US E 
R . R. DEPO T A ARMORY 
--- CITY LIMITS L LI BRARY 
total pop. 
1,220 
90 
TO 
FAIRVt£W 
MAYWOOD PARK 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY. OREGON 
OR(CON STAT( HIGHWAY OErAR TMWT 
US. DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPOR TATION 
FEDERAL fliGHWAY AOMINSTRATION 
BUREAU OF PUBliC ROADS 
Population 1,220 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
AIRPORT 1-l: M~:::~PAL 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ , __ 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
LEGEND 
Ji PostOI!icc Ill Public Bldg 
cv-City Hall 
c::r- Court Hous.~ 
A-Armory 
R School 
.. R. R. Depot 
L. -Library 
Street open for travel. 
l d but uot open Sheet dcdico c 
CJty Limits. 
total pop. 
30,150 
I l_ 
r-----1 ---
1 I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I __ 
I 
I 
g 
• •ol" 
~ 
~ 22fi3 
••1•"-
VfiO 
SIGNED ~lOUTES 
.. 
Iii 
.. 
LEGEND 
P011t Olllc0 ill Public Bldg. 
School 
cr-Clty Hall 
cT- Court House 
A. A. Depot .o.-Armory 
L-l.ibrmy 
Street open for traveL 
Street dedicated but not open 
City Lim1ts. 
MEDFORD 
JACKSON COUNTY, OREGON 
OA£GON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U $, OEPAIHME:NT OF TRAHSI'OriTATION 
FEOEilAL HIGHWAY AOMINI&TMATION 
GURJZAU 01' PUBLIC ROADS 
Population Z9,30b 
Sule in feel 
R1Jvi1ed August \967 
SHEET 2 OF 7 SHEETS 
S IG NED ROU T ES 
• 
u.s. .. 
LEG E ND 
Post O lhcc • Public Bldg. 
School 
c ,. - City Hall 
cr- Co u ri House 
R. R. Depo\ .. -Armory 
L - Librar y 
Stree t open Ja r IJ ovcl. 
Slr('CI dcdLcatt>d b ut 110 1 opcrt 
C1ty Ltm its. 
-~ 
I 
~~··r=1 
~~~-.~~~~~~i~~- - ~- -- - +L - -
.. . ~~:':'1'. ~;: 
JACKSON COUNTY. OREGON 
ORE; C.ON STATE HIG H WAY DEf'AfHM E NT 
US Oti'AI1P.\CtH or TRANSPOR TATION 
r COI:R AL I"<IGt•WAY A:I MIN IS TA.O.TION 
DURCAU OF PUOL.IC ROADS 
Population 29,3 0b 
S H E ET 
ARRANGEMENT 
S H EET 3 O F 7 S H EETS 
DELTA B_ 9 WATERS 
.----------, 
RO. 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE =0= 
.. 
u.s. ilo 
ORE • 
LEGEND 
r sl 0 bee Si Pub\ c Bldg. 
Schnol 
cr-Cily Hall 
cr- Com! Hous"' 
R R Depot .o.- Armory 
L- Library 
Street open for traveL 
S reel dedtcoted but not open 
C y LlmJts. 
;Y 
JACKSON COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON ST,o..TE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U 5 OCP"-ATMHH or TAANSf'OilT.O.TION 
f"f001AI.. HIGHWAY ADM'NISTRAT,ON 
11\mEAU 0!'" PUUL C ROAD~ 
Popul-11ion 29,300 
Sc<llc 11'1 Fee! 
Roviu~d August 1967 
SHEET 
h 
~ 
SHEET 4 OF' 7 SHEETS 
DELLINGER 
SIGNED ROUTES 
!NTERST . TE 
• 
u.s. 111 
OAI . • 
95 
LEGEND JACKSON COUNTY . OREGON 
Po::t Oifice ll Pub l:c Bldq 
cv-City Hall 
School 
CT- Co uri Hou se 
R R. Oopot ..,_ Arrnory 
~-Library 
Stroo t opun for tra~ol. 
Slruot dadtcatod but not opo ... 
C1ty Llmllt 
............. 
c,, , li:C.ON ST.&TE HLCiHWA 'I' DEPARTMENT 
Sule in fnt Jr1 
SHEET .!:1 OF 7 SHEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INT£RST"'TE 
OAt 
L..E.GEND 
8 C.lotOI.•ce 
lh School 
8 Publ:c Bldg 
R A Dopo' 
c ... -Cily Holl 
c.,- Court House 
.,_ Armory 
L.- Library 
Street op·· n lor travol 
St ccl drd!catcd but 1 ot open 
C1ty Lm tls 
MEDFORD 
JACKSON COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE H IGHWAY OCPAA ' MEN 'i 
U Ill OIPAATI.tCNT 01" T IU,N5POA 1.4T10N 
l"tOIAAI.. HICHWAY AOM INIITA .... ~ ION 
DUIIIIAU 01" P'UII..IC AOAOI 
Popul.slion 29 306 
Sule in feet 
Revised Augu1t 1967 
SHEET GOF7SHECt S 
GOLF COURSE 
GOLF COURSE 
I . /! 
t__- --- ~- ----
SIGNED ROUTES 
NTtAITATE 
u.s. 
ORI', 
GOL.F 
MATCH TO PHOE:Ni'i()'" - -----
.. 
.w 
.. 
LEGEND 
Posl Oflice tl Publle Bldg 
~chool 
c.v-pt~y Hall 
c• Cou,l Housu 
R A. Dmpol ,..._Armory 
1..- Ltbrory 
Street open for trovo 
Streel dedtcotcd bu. uo op· n 
CJtyLim1ts 
~ 
0 
z 
CHE:RR 
;V 
MEDFORD 
JACKSON CO :NTY. OREGON 
ORi.OON STATE: HI HWAY OI!:P,o\ATMt:'NT 
l ~ OH ~ Ojoj WIT" HOI 
IJ I DIPMtTMlNl' ClJI TAANli"OAfAT ON 
FlDEAAI. IQHW y ADMINISTAATIDN 
&UIU'AIJ 0 UIII.IC R0\0$ 
Popu:.th-:n 29,306 
Rovi cd Augud 1967 
SHiU'tT 
£ 
t[D 
SHFET 7 OF 7 5 "'lEETS 
;:~ 
~ 
---
I' AS 
IIIDllUJ 
~ 
-
---
-·-= 
p 0 R T L 
LEGEND 
FEDERA L AI D ltJTER STAT E SYSTEM 
FEDE RAL A I 0 PR IMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERA L A I 0 SECOND ARY SYS T EM- ST ATE 
FEDERA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM -COUN TY 
OTHER FEDE RAL A I D SECONDARY - L OCAL 
T ERM I NAT I ON OF FA SYSTEM 
TERM I NAT I ON OF ROUT E 
OI VIOED HIGHWAY 
UN DI VIDED HIGHWAY - NO.O F LAN ES 
STRE ET OPEN FO R TRAVE L 
ST REE T OED I CA TED BUT NOT OPEN 
v I N TE RS TA TE NUMBERE D ROUTE ( FA II 
0 U . S.N UMBE RED ROU TE 
0 STA TE NUMBE RED ROU TE 
• POST OFF ICC • PUB LI C BLDG. 
• 
SCI-IDOL CY C I TY HALL 
0 C IT Y CENTEI~ CT COURT HOUSE 
• R.R .D[ POT ARMO RY 
--- C IT Y LI M IT S LIB RARY 
total pop. 
1?,080 
A N D 
9'8 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE li!GHWAY DE PAIHM[N T 
U.S. Q[PA~TM[ NT Of TRANSPORTATION 
f[ Q( RA.L HIGHWAY AQMINSTRATION 
SUA[AU Or PUBUC ROADS 
Population lb,400 
Sc ale in feel 
ReviJecf September 1969 
S HEET 
ARR ANGEMENT 
SHEET I OF 4 SHEETS 
;:~ 
~ 
:-g: 
IIIIIUW 
flil 
-
---
-·-= 
FEDERAL 
FEDERAL 
FEDERAL 
FEDERAL 
w: 
z. 
Z· . 
'-----'--- ~R ;_~_J 
TIS R2E W.M. 
LEGEND 
A I D INTERSTATE SYS TE M ~ INTERSTATE NUMBE·RED AID PR IMARY SYS TEM 0 AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE AID SECONDARY 
ROUTE (FA I) 
SYSTEM· COUN TY 0 OTHER FED ERAL AID SECONDARY · LOCAL STATE NUMBERED ROUT E TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMI NAT ION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE Ill PUBL I C BLDG. OIV I DED HIGHWAY • SCHOOL CY CITY H I\LL UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO . OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COUP.T HOUSE STREET OP EN FOR TR AVE L . R.R.DEPOT A ARMORY 
STREET OED ICATED BUT NOT OPEN --- C ITY L I M IT S L LIBRARY 
;Y 
MILWAUKIE 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STAH HIGHWAY OEPARTM(NT 
IJ .S. DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGHWAYAOMINSTRA.TION 
BUREAU Of PUBLIC ROADS 
Population lb,400 
Re¥iled September 1969 
S HEET 2 OF 41 S HEETS 
LEGEND 
~ ..~if- FEDERAL AID I FEDERAL A I D /'TERSTATE SYSTEM ~ FEDERAL AID RIMARY SYSTEM ~~ ~~~~:AL AID ;~~~~g~:~ SYSTEM-STATE ~ TERMIN:~~;~A~FAID SECO~~~;~~~g~~NTY 
--- TERMINATION FA SYSTEM L ~ OI V IDED HIGH~:y ROUTE 
UNDIVIDED HI . ~ STR EET OPEN GHWAY.- NO. OF L AN ES 
---- STREET DEDI FOR TRA VE L CATED BUT NOT OPEN 
~ INTERSTATE NUMBERED 0 U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE ROUTE IFAI) 
0 STATE NUMBE RED ROUTE 
• POST OFFICE 
• SCHO OL 
Q C ITY CEN TE R 
-~ ~.R.O£POT 
- . IT Y LIMIT S 
• CY 
CT 
A 
L 
PUBLI C BLDG 
CITY HALL . 
COURT HO USE 
ARMORY 
LIB RARY 
... ·~~ ~· 
. wx: ·.::-""~ 
~: : ~.~; :.~~1:-~~~E ·~yf';, 
r ·Tr··.. .· 
RO .... ~ .. 
MILWAUKiE 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
IH111!1111II 
ORfGON SUH HIGHWA.Y DE PAIH M(NT 
SHEET 
·~· 
SHEET 3 OF"' SHEETS 
' 
LEGEN D 
, .. v 
---
FE DERA L A I D iNTERSTA TE SYSTEM IN TERSTATE NUMB ERED ROUT E I FA I I 
FED ERA L A I D PR IMARY SYSTEM 
••s FEDERA L SECONDARY 0 U.S . NUMB ERED ROUT E ~ A I D SYSTEM· STAT E FEDER AL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 STA TE NUMB ERED ROUTE OTHER FED ERA L AI D SECONDARY · LOCAL ~ TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
...-... TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OF F I CE • PU Bll C BLDG . 
---
DIVIDED HIGHWAY • 
SCHOOL CY CI TY HALL 
-·-
UNDI VIDE D HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 CI T Y CE.T:TER CT CG URT HOUSE 
= STREET OP[N FOR . TRAV EL . R.R.O LPOT Ar~MORY STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN - - - C: I TY u.-.urs LIB RARY 
e 
\ 
\. 
\;. 
f 
10 1L 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STAT( HIGHWAY O[f'AIHMENT 
US OEPAA IMENI Of TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGHWAY A0MINSTAAT10N 
BUREAU Of PUBLIC ROADS 
Popul1tion 16,400 
Sule in feet 
R. evi1ed Se ptember 1969 
SHEET .4 0 F 4S I-I EETS 
SIGN E D R OUT ES 
total 
2,70.5 
LEGEND 
C. Po" Off"• 8 Publi c B!d 
cY-CJty He~~ · 
Cf - Courlliouao 
..,_ Armory 
81 Schotll 
II R. 0. Dopot 
1
• ~ - Llbrruy 
:=-: ~!root opon fta ltr. \•(1 1 
... Stroot dodl :atvd 
- - Cll \' Llmll•. IJut luJ t O/'" 'L 
102 
0 
HIGHWAY CLASSIFICATION 
PRIMARY 
St••• 
IA•dl 
SECONDARY===== 
OTHER 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
u.s. 
ORE. 
• 
• 
• 
total pop. 
7,290 
LEGEND 
Post Office ill Public Bldq . 
CY-City Hall 
School CT- Court House 
A. A. Depot ,.. _Armory 
1..- Library 
Sheet open for travel. 
Street dedicated but not open . 
CilyLimits . 
Q City Cente r 
"--~++-~t--o!!~--1-l, 
~ 
NEWBERG 
YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STAn: HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U .S . OtP'AIITMtNT 0,. TIIIANSPO II TATION 
JI'II:CEn ... L HICHWAY AC,..INISTIIATION 
.URE"U 01" .. UILIC IIOAC$ 
Population o4,'t00 
SHEET 
·a·:·r 
SHEET 1 OF Z SHEETS 
CLASSIFICATION HIGHWAY 
~l oh 
jltocl l 
SECONDARY --
OTHER 
Fodoto l 
~ 
20,20 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE 
ORE . 
FERNWOOD RD. 
LEGEND 
;, Post O lhcc I Public Bldq . 
c.,.-c11 y Hall 
CT- Courr House 
,._Armory 
,_ _ Library 
Eil School 
• A. n. De pot 
SIH.'CI open lor Ira vel. 
Street derilcoled but uol open 
C ity Limi ts. 
10~ 
;V 
Sprinq 
Population 'l,qoo 
SHEET NT T:Nij 
---,---- _!MATCH LINE AI 
I 
L-
YAQUINA 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1--1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
BAY 
total pop. 
5,300 
I MATCH LINE A I 
---------------~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LKGKND 
• Po1! Olftee 
Iii School 
• H. H.Depol 
Ill Public Bldq. 
cy- City Hall 
CT-CourtHoua. 
A-Armory 
L.-Library 
== Street open lor travel. 
;: :::::: Stroot dodlcatod but not opon . 
--- CityLimlla. 
0 City Center M.P. log 
SIGN EO ROUTES 
INTI!RSTATI: 
U.l . 
0 .. 1. 
NEWPORT 
LINCOLN COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
I" COOH~nlo" WltM THI 
U .l . OlPAI'ITJoUNT 01'" TI'IANIP"'IIITATION 
nOIAAL. HIOHW ... Y ADio41NIIiTI'IATIOH 
Population 5,800 
Sui• In fut 
~ 
F QP 
FAS 
-M"' 
~
IIIIIIDlJ 
~ 
----
-·-= 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTE RS TATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL A I D PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYS TEM· STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY- LOCA L 
TERMI NA TION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERM I NA T ION OF ROUTE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UN DIVIDED HI GHWAY-NO. OF LANES 
STREET OP EN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDIC AT ED BU T NO T OPEN 
~ INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I) 
0 U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE 
0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
oi POST OFF ICE • PUBLIC BLDG. 
• 
SCHOO L CY CITY HALL 
0 CITY CEN TE R CT COUR T HOUSE 
. R.R.D EPOT A ARMORY 
--- C I TY LI M I TS L LIB RARY 
total pop. 
6,950 
10.6 
ONTARIO 
MAL.HEUR COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
INCCIOPUUID .. WIY"lN• 
U . l . DII:,. ... IIITNII:NT 01" TIIIANI~IIITATIOf'l 
I"I:DII:IIAI. Jo!ICNW ... 'r' AONINIITIIIAT IOH 
.U,.I:AU 01" ,.U.\.IC IIIOADI 
Population b. <too 
Scale in Fetd 
Revised September 1969 
SHEET 
.a.RRANGEMENT 
r---8 
~ 
SHEET I OF 3 SHEETS 
;Y 
j, • 
12 7 
FAS 23-110 BUTLER 
13 '" \ 1 
~ FEDERA L AID HITERSTATE SYSTEM 
~ FEDERAL A I 0 PRIMARY SYSTEM 
"'9.iP" FEDERAL A I 0 SECONDARY SYS TEM· STATE 
/ 
i 
T17-1B5 R46-47E 
LEGE ND 
BLVD. 
w .. M. 
~ INTERSTATE NUMBERED 
U.S.NUMBER ED ROUTE 
.;. 
0: 
0: 
w n 
.. . 
"' 
~ 
" ..J 0 
01 
ROUTE {FA I) 
0 ~ FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTE~·l- COUNTY 0 lllllUUJ OTHER FEDERA L A l 0 SECONDARY· LOCAL STATE NUMBERED ROUTE ~ TERM INAT ION OF FA SYSTEM 
-
TERMINAT I ON OF ROUTE • POST OfF I CC • PUB LI C OLDG. 
---
OIVIOED HI GHWAY • 
SCH OO L CY CITY HA L L 
-·-
UNDIVIDED H I.GH\'/A Y ·NO. OF LANES 0 CITY C ENTEH CT COURT HOUS E 
= STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL . R . R.D CPOT ARMORY STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN --- CITY LI MITS LI BRARY 
BUTLER 
,-, 
111 _______ _, 
FAS 23-110 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·--
--1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
BLVD. 
ONTARIO 
MALHEUR COUNTY. OREGON 
O REGON STATE H IGH WAY OEPARTMENT 
U . ll . Oti' .. AT~UH OF TA .. NS~ATATION 
'tOUIA~ HIOHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
D UIIII!:AU 0" PUBLIC IIO.lOS 
Population 6, <400 
Stale in feel 
Revised September 1969 
S HEET 
ARRANG EMENT 
SHEET 2 OF 3 SHEETS 
~~-, 
... -----
% 
e 
~ 
% 
~ 
! 
r 
---, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
•---------
T185 
BLVD. 
R47E 
LEGEND 
FAO 
FEDERAL INTERSTATE SYSTEM ~ I FA I) ~ AID INTERSTATE NVMBERED ROUTE 
-
FEDERAL AID PR IMARY SYSTEM 0 FA S FEDERA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE U.S . NUMBERED ROUTE 31: FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY - LOCAL ~ TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
-
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE • PUBLIC BLDG. 
---
DIVIDED HIGHWAY • 
SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
-·-
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
= STR EET OPEN FOR TRAVEL • 
R.R . DEPOT A ARMORY 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY LIMITS L ll BRARY 
10§ 
::ill.C~=•o.=:::T 
ONTARIO 
~ 
.., .. 
;V 
MALHEUR COUNTY. OREGON 
0Rf.:GON. STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U.l . DE.-AftTMI!:NT 01' TIU,HI.-QftTATION 
II'[DI:IIIAL HIOHW"Y ACUoiiHiaT/!.ATtON 
DUll £AU 01" "UIL.Ie I!OADI 
Population 6,,.00 
Scale in fnt 
-~·-
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 3 OF 3 SHEETS 
-·-= 
~ 
30]31 
GLADSTONE 
T2.-3S R2.E W. M. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTA TE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PR IMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AI D SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINAT ION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREE T OPEN FOR TRAVE L 
STREET DED ICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
V IN TERS TATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAI) 
L:3 U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE 
c=) STA TE NUMBERED ROUTE 
i POST OFFICC 
Iii SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTEH 
• R.R.O EPO T 
--- CITY LIMITS 
til PUBL I C BLDG. 
CY CITY HA LL 
C T COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LI BRARY 
total pop. 
9,600 
109 
_L 
OREGON CITY 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGotl STAT[ ttiGI1WAY 0(PARTMENI 
US. DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTAIJON 
f[O(RAl HIGHWAY AOMINS I RATtON 
BUREAU Of PUBLIC ROADS 
Popvlolion 8,650 
Revi§«< September 1969 
SHEET ARRANGEMENT 
S HEET 1 OF 3 SHEETS 
TZ-35 
LEGEND 
FAO ~ ~ FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I) 
-
FEDERA L AID PR IMARY SYSTEM FAS 0 :"#= FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM - STA TE y.S.NUMBERED ROUTE FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 IIIIIIIllJ OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL STATE NUMBERED ROUTE t= TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
-
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE • PUBLIC BLDG 
---
[)IV I OED HIGHWAY • 
SCHOO L CY CITY HALL 
-·-
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LA NES 0 CITY CENTEn CT COURT HOUSE 
= STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL • R.R.D[POT ARMORY STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY LIMITS LIBRARY 
R 1-ZE W.M. 
ftOTT 
CTr ___ Jit _________________ _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I ,_/ 
~ 
.. ,7-
OREGON CITY 
I ) ., 
.. 
• 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINSTAATION 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROAOS 
Population 8,650 
Snit 111 Ftel 
Revised September 1969 
SHEET ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 2 Of' 3 SHEETS 
T 2.-35 R2E W.M. 
LEGEND 
~ FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM ~ "Cp INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I) 
'AS 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 0 3lf FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE U.S.NUMBEREO ROUTE FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 STATE NUMBERED OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL ROUTE ;= TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
-
TERMINATION DF ROUTE • POST OFFICE • PUBLIC BLDG, 
---
DIVIDED HIGHWAY • 
SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
-·-
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
= STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL • R.R.DEPOT A ARMORY STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY LIMITS L LIBR ARY 
OREGON CITY 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U.S. OEP.lRlMENT Or TRANSPORTATION 
IEOERAl HIGHWAY AOMINSTRATION 
BUREAU Or PUBliC ROAtJS 
Pop~o~lation 8,650 
SCJJo.tnfetl 
Revised September 1969 
SHEET ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 3 0,. 3 SHEETS 
-·-= 
z j 
. 
~ 
% 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRI MARY SYS TEM 
FEDERAL AI D SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FED ERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM -COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROU TE 
OIV IDED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STR EET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
v 
0 
0 
• 
• 0 
INTE RSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FA I I 
U.S.NUMBER EO ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
POST OFFICE • PUBLIC BLDG. SCHOOL CY CITY HAL L 
C ITY CEN TER CT COURT HOUSE 
R.R.D EPOT ARMORY 
CITY LIMITS LI BRARY 
total pop. 
14 , 530 
~ 10 /" \ 
\) 
\\ 
v 
112 
ROSEBURG 
DOUGLAS COUNTY OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U a , 0[PARTN £NT OF TRANSPO"TAfiON 
I"£D£RAL HIGHWAY ACJo41Ntll RA TION 
DUR£A.U Cl" PUDLIC ROADS 
Population 15, 100 
Scale in feel 
Revised October 1969 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
.-:1_ 
~ 
SHEET I OF !I SHEETS 
I GOLf' 
113 
···· ···Avt:· 
I 
---, 
"'·(::~ 1£~ 
--,------- -'~~~~i±j :;;;,m_u_ __ ' ·::.~._~~-": "P ..... r"_· --
LE GEND 
::~ FE DERA L A ID I NTERSTATE SYSTEM 
~ FED ERAL A I 0 PRIMARY SYSTEM 
 F EDER AL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM~ STATE 
~ FEDER AL A ID SECONDARY SYSTEM ~ COUNTY 
IIIIIUllJ OTH ER FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY· LOCAL 
~ TE RM I NA T ION OF FA SYSTEM 
...-TERMINAT I ON OF ROUTE 
--- OIVIOEO H I GHWAY 
-<1- UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF L ANES 
= STREET OPEN FOR TR AVE L 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
~ I NTERS TA TE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAll 
0 U.S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
0 ST ATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
i POST OFF I C C 
Iii SCHOO L 
Q CITY CEN T ER 
• R.R.D CPOT 
--- CI T Y LIMIT S 
• P U BLIC BLDG. 
CY C I TY HA LL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIB RARY 
ROSEBURG 
DOUGLAS COUNTY OREGPN 
ORE CON STATE' HI G HWA Y DEPARTMENT 
U •• • CIEPAIIT!o4 [N T Ofl fltANI~P\TATION 
fi[OUI"'L H IGM WAY .t.D!o4tNIITIIATION 
IIUI!.t:AU 0,. fiU IILIC 110"05 
Population 15,100 
Sc.tle in feel 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
Rt:'ol'iwd Octobef 1969 SHEET 2 01'" 5 SHEETS 
• 
--~-
CALKINS I! 
, .... ·· 
......... 
............ ,,,~ 
••••• ~.$ 
_.., •'''''"··-.. -·•''"''"'") 
.... l 
T275 RGW 
... •".''"'"' ... ,:: 
.·"' 
W.M. 
LEGEND 
FAO \:' ;:: FEDERAL AID ~NTERSTATE SYSTEM INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I) FEDERAL A I D PRIMARY SYSTEM 0 :JiE FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE u S.NUMBERED ROUTE FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL ~ TERMINAT ION OF FA SYSTEM 
-
TE RMI NATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFI CE • PUBLIC BLDG . 
---
OIVIDED HIGHWAY • 
SC HOOL CY CITY HALL 
-·-
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 CITY C ENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
= STREET . OPEN F,OR ·'TRAVEL . R.R.DEPOT A ARMORY STREET DED ICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY LIMITS L LIBRARY 
...... ,, .. ,,,~"­
,.;•''~§. 
.l''''y.\lf/111•,,% 
.: ~ 
11~ 
.. ,... l 
s.w. CORVALLIS AVE. 
I 
.I 
ROSEBURG 
DOUGLAS COUNTY OREGON 
U .S . CI:PAATWIENT 01'" TRANIPOI'ITATION 
l'"tDUIAL I'IIGHWAY AOiooiiNIITI'IATION 
BURIEAU 01'" PUBLIC I'IO ... CIB 
Population IS, I DO 
Scale in ful 
RC'\Its-:1 October 1969 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
~ 
EI_] 
5HI:ET 3 OP' !I SHE~ 
~····· ' "' '""~'-' ... ~ 
,~:: 
T27S R5-6W 
Revised October 1969 
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SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
z 
' . 
SHEET 4 OF !I SHEETS 
S.P. 
I 
ev..-~~o 
N . E. 
FAO 
--;;;-- FEDERAL AID 
~ FEDERAL AID 
"'m"" FEDERAL AID 
~ -;:-:;,;;~N AVE. 
~~,~~l~-J~ L---_ -
1 
TZ75 RSW W.M. 
LEGEND 
~ iNTERSTATE SYSTEM INTERSTATE NUMBERED PRIMARY SYSTEM 0 SECONDARY SYSTEM· STATE U.S.NUMBEREO ROUTE 
~ 
zoril 
~ 
2ofi" 
ROUTE (FA I) 
;:m;~ FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL STATE NUMBERED ROUTE ~ TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
-
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE: 
.. PUBLIC BLDG . 
-
DIVIDED HIGHWAY • SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
-·-
UNO IV I OED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LAN ES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
= STREE T OPEN FOR TRA VE L • R.R . DEPOT A ARMORY STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN ---CITY LIMIT S L LIBR ARY 
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~·· oar 
ROSEBURG 
DOUGLAS COUNTY OREGON 
U ,l. C£,.AI!.TioU:rH 01' T"ANI~II;TATION 
I'£DCIIAL. HIGHWAY ADNINI5T"ATION 
ltUIIIIUoU o,- ~Uiti..IC: IIOAD• 
Population 15,100 
Scale in fut 
Revised October 1969 
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MICHIGAN CITY LN . 
0 
Ul 
<i 
z 
SIGNED ROUTES 
I NTERSTATE ==\V== 
=S= 
=@= 
• 
.. 
• 
LEGEND 
Post O lhcc • Pu b he Bldq. 
Sct'lnol 
CY-City Hall 
<:,-Court Hou!lt'l 
A. A. Depot .. _Armory 
L - Library 
Stree l open lor tra vel. 
Sheet dcdJcoted but uot o pe n 
C1ty Limits 
total pop. 
72,445 
2 
SALEM 
POLK- MARION CO. OREGON 
OREGON STATE H IGHWAY DEP ... RTM[NT 
Populaticn 64,776 
Sco~le in fee l 
~evisod. January 1966 
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SHEET 
AR R ANG EMENT 
~ . 3 
4 . 6 
7 8 . 
•o 
" 
.. 
3 
SIGNED ROUTES 
3 
LEGEND 
a Post Ofhce 
iii School 
I Public Bldg . 
c"-City Hoi! 
cr _Court HousE' 
• R. A. Depot 
•- Armory 
.._-Library 
StTeel open loT Ltovcl. 
Street dedicated but uot ope r\. 
C1ty L1mil~ . 
4 
SALEM 
OREGON POLK-MARION CO .. 
........... ·~· 
OREGON STA TE HICHWA Y DEPARTMENT 
4 
119 
>-
1 I 
:r 
" i ~ 
I 
SHEET 2 OF 12 S HEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES 
• 
u.s. .. 
• 
5 
LEGEND 
Pos1 Olhce • Public Bl dq. 
School 
ev - City Hall 
Ct- Court House 
R. R. De po l "-A rmory 
L -Library 
S1reet o pe n lor travel . 
Street d erlicalcd bul uo1 o pen 
C11y Luni1s . 
6 
~ 
w 
X 
< • N.E . .J . 
SALEM 
POLK-MARION CO .. OREGON 
OAECON STAT( HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U i D(l' .. fl""(l<l 0~ COW .. U I CI 
8UA(AU Q~ I'U8LIC "0~0S 
Population 6~,716 
6 
;V 
SHEET 
AR R ANGEM E NT 
, . m 
. • . 
7 . . 
10 , ,. 
SHEET 3 OF 12 SHEETS 
,Wo 
11[1 
,.,,,. 
;' :cHAPMAN HILL ,,,,, 
... 
,--0 
___ f<.L_['i_. _____ _ll_j 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTE R S TATE =\V== • 
=6= • 
LEGEND 
Posl Olhce • Public Bldq. 
c .. -City Hall 
School 
c t - Court Housto 
It R. Depol .. -A rmory 
L - Library 
S1ree1 open lor travel . 
Slreet derl1cated but 1101 open 
C11y Lim i ls. 
2 
SALEM 
POLK- MARION CO .. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGMWA'f DEPAFUMENT 
u t. Ol""'"' .. ,,., or co .... t• Ct 
•v•t .. u or •u•~o.•c "D•o .. 
Popul•tion 64,776 
2 
;V 
t 
SHEET 
AR N RA GEMENT 
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z 3 
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7 . . 
10 
" 
,. 
SHEET 4l OF 12 SHEETS 
;V 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ J 
'~_/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
3 
3 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE =\V== 
~ 
=@= 
LEGEND 
D Post O fli cc 12) J' u bl i~ Bldg. 
• School 
• R R Derot 
C't ··· Cily Hall 
c • ·- Cou rt House 
,. __ Armory 
• ·· Librmy 
Str,.cl ore n for lrnvcl 
: Sheer dcdJcoL·d bul uot open 
4 
O REGON 
t 
"'"0 
FAIRGROUNDS 
SALEM 
POLK- MI\RION CO .. OREGON 
OREGON S TAi t'. I IIGI·IWAV OEPART""'ENT 
• : ;O O t>AII I"'l .. T 0~ CO., .. l •• c r 
f'ollf .. l.l Or ,.U B .. ,t ltQ AU S 
5~-::::; ;::T 
;o.P.i:MlG E ME NT 
·--r 
•o 
.l{tvivtcf JIII'.,4('J 196b S I-'EET !1 OF IZ SHEETS 
----------- - - - - ---- ··-· ··· .• . __ _ __ ____ __::.:...:;::.;...:....::.:....:.;:..;==-o 
0 
5 
BADGER 
:..~ ~CORNER ~~~==~~1111~~~~~~ 
SIGNED ROUTES 
5 
___ _:oc::M:::A:.£H TO S HEET 3 I 
. 
. 
. 
-=·=-----JATCH TO SHEET DoLL----
• 
• 
LEGEND 
Pos t Of11ce Ill r ub lie Bldq. 
SchnoJ 
c. ... -c,ty Hall 
-c• - Coull Ho u5 t> 
A. A. Depo t •- Armory 
L -library 
S h eet open lor trovl'l. 
Street dcdH:otco but no1 open 
C 1ty Lim1 1s . 
6 
ci 
. 
il 
~ I 
------"~U o s T NE 
SALEM 
POLK- MARION CO . . OREGON 
O AC GON ST ATE: HI G H WAY DCPA.R T I04C NT 
U t O l~ .& .. 1 W I .. I 0 ' CO.,"l "O.: I 
• •.uu•u or "'U•L•C •o .. o o. 
Populat ion 61, 776 
6 
;V 
D 
SHEET 
A RR NG EM ENT A 
1 . 3 
. . ~ 
7 . . 
00 \\ ,. 
SHEET S OF 12 S HEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTER ST ATE 
u.s. 
ORE . 
LEGEND 
• Post Olhcf' 1 Publtc Bldq. 
,.,_City Hell 
• School 
• R. A. Depot 
, , _ Coun Hou$1' 
•- Armory 
1.- Library 
Street opon lor uovc l. 
Sltect dedicated but uat opcu 
C1ty limihi. 
2 
SALEM 
POLK- MARION CO .. OREGON 
~MI~•Ug • • IM0 
OREGON STATE HIGH WAY DEPARTMENT 
, .. .::oo ~•••"O '" ""'" ''"' 
IJ ~ 0[00&111,.1: .. 1 0' C(I,.W[JICI 
IUII[&\,1 0 , I'UILIC 110•01 
Population 64,776 
·- -=-3 .. 
Revised J 1 nuery 1966 
2 
12~ 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
10 II 
SHEET 7 O F 12 SHEETS 
3 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERS TATE w 
u.s. ={§= 
=®= 
• 
• 
LEGEND 
Pos1 Office • Public Bldq. 
School 
c'<-Cily Ho11 
c1- Cour1 House 
A. R. Depot .. -Armory 
t. -Library 
Sl recl open lor tra vel. 
Street dcri•cotcd but nol open 
C11y Limi!s . 
SALEM 
POLK- MARION CO .. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY OEPARTMCNT 
Populo lion 64,776 
Rniuul Jenu~ry 1966 
4 
12.5 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
5 
I 
L 
SIGNED ROUTES 
u.s. 
5 
LEGEND 
• Post O fhce A Pu blic Bldg 
• Schr.~o! c:Y -Ctty Hall 
c: T- Court Housr 
• - Armory A R. Depot 
'- - Library 
S!rcel open lor tro,·el 
Sllcct de:i icotcd b Ctty l.tmi1S ut not open 
6 
SAlEM 
~- 0~~-.--.-::::3~ 
Revited January 1966 
6 
I 
C N N IN c!;iooi AM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r------' 
g 
====~;:::::;~'tf.~=~=·_= __ =_=_=_~:;-:=~==.w . /~, 1 
SIGNED ROUTE S 
u.s . 
O R E. 
L-, 
I ZOSEL H!LL 
I '\ ' L_~r--.:~~ ~---------
·-
····· ···· ~ I 
LEGEND 
a Pose O lhcc 
Iii Sc hool 
fl Pu b lic Bldq . 
ccr -City Ha ll 
c T- Court House 
.., _Armory 
'--Library 
R. R. Ocpol 
S trcel ope n lo r ltavcl 
Si re!:! I ded 1ca ted bul 1101 open· 
Ce1y L1m its . 
2 
SALEM 
POL.K-MARION CO .. OREGON 
OR E GON S TA T E HI G I-IWAY OC P AAfMENT 
u ' Q[., ... , .. l ,. l o• co .... t•c: a 
.I.J A( "I,.I 0~ .. U.I..IC "(U. Qi 
Populali on 6'4 , 776 
Reviied January 1966 
2 
12$ 
S HEET 
A R ANGEM ENT 
I . 3 
4 . . 
7 • . 
E II '" 
SHEET 10 O F 12 S HEETS 
3 
BOXWOOD 
r------~-------
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE * • 
u.s. =e= .. 
ORE . ~ 
3 
LEGEND 
Pos l Of!icc I Public Bldg. 
cy-Cily Hall 
School 
cr- Co uri House 
R. R. Dcpo1 .,_Armory 
L -Library 
Slrcel open lor I rave l. 
SlrN.'I dedicated bul nol open . 
C11y Lim ils . 
12~ 
4 
8 
Jl~ X I u ~r---, ~ 'I I r- - ---, ~ I ~., __ ~1 I ~~ 
SALEM 
POLK- MARION CO . . OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
U., OI: I' A!OT .. [NT or CO .... [,.CC 
I U .. [AU or I'VII~IC JIQ~OS 
Populolion 61 , 776 
Rovlut~d Januery 1966 
4 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 11 OF 1 Z SHEETS 
5 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE a 
u.s . ia 
ORE. • 
5 
LEGEND 
Post Olbce • Pub he B ldq. 
Schoo! 
cY-CJty Hol l 
c•- Coun House 
R R. Depot ,., _ Armory 
o. - library 
Sheet open fo1 trav el. 
Strccl dedicated but 1101 opC'n 
C1ty Limits . 
6 
SALEM 
POLK-MARION CO .. OREGON 
OREGON STAT E HIC.I-IWAV DEPARTMENT 
U I Ol:o> ... II T .. l'" ' OP' C:O .. WitiiC( 
•u111:a.u 0' o>u•l.• c: 11oa.cs 
Sc:.slr in fut 
6 
129 
;V 
t 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
10 II 
SHEETS 12 OF 12 SHEETS 
SCHOLL.5 
-------, 
I 
I 
I [ ____________ _ 
----, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: .-----J 
I I 
---------------~ L ____ j 
I : r--------~~~==~~ 
I I [ ____________ .J 
SIGNED ROUTES 
u.s. 
total pop. 
1,580 
• 
• 
TZS 
LEGEND 
Po5t O ll ice • Publi c Bldg. c.v-City Hall 
School c1 - Court House 
A. n. Depot •- Armory 
1.. - Library 
Street open lor tr ave l. 
St reet dedicated bu1 uol open 
Cil yLim ils. 
0 Ci+y Confer 
RIW W, M, 
;Y 
SHERWOOD 
WASHINGTON COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY D EPARTMENT 
U .S . Olt!'AIU .. I[N T or TRANSI'OI'l T •110N 
P"UIIti'AL HI<OHW•Y AOI<oO I,. I. lRATION 
IUIIII:._U or !'UDLIC. RO._O. 
Popul.ation 8]0 
Sule in ftc\ 
_,_.,_ 
~ 
~ 
--
... 
IIUII.DJJ 
~ 
-
---
-·-= 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-----------1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~-.. "-------·--
T65 T75 R IW W . M. 
LEG END 
FEDERAL AID iNTERSTATE SYSTEM ~ I NTERS TATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FA I ) 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 0 FED ERA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE U.S.N UMBERED ROUTE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 STATE NUMBERED ROUT E OTH ER FEDEl~AL A I 0 SECONDARY- LOCAL 
TERMINAT ION OF FA SYSTEM 
TE RMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE Ill PUBLIC BLDG , 0 IV I DED HIGHWAY • 
SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO . OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
TRAVEL • 
R.R.D EPOT ARMORY STREET OPEN FOR 
STREET DED ICATED BUT NO T OPEN --- C I TY LIMITS LIBR ARY 
tot a l pop. 
4,420 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r-------J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-, 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
SILVERTON 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
MARION COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON !!IT ATE MIGHWAY CEP"ARTMENT 
... COOPCUTI0" ......... . 
U .S . OIU'.-.I'tTMI:NT 01" TRANJPOIHATI ON 
"COIEIIAL HIGHWAY ... DNINIITIU.TION 
Population -4,200 
Sule i" f .. t 
Revised Soptember l'i69 
;Y 
t .. I,. -;-r. 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTEI'II5TATI: 
..... .. . 
total pop. 
28 , 100 
LEGEND 
• p011 Ofltce 
• School 
A. R. (M,po! 
I Publ ic Bldq. 
cv-City Hall 
CT- Court House 
•-Armory 
.__ Library 
S tree l ope n lor lrovel . 
Street dedJcaled but not open 
City L1m its . 
132 
NO. 
J 
LANE COUNTY. 
uo••••u -~~M; OEPARTMENT 
OAECOO .... STATE HIGH 
' 2 
' . ' . 
Art6RR~~~~~ENT 
·~= -====> 7 
Revised February 
1966 SHEET I OF 7 SHEETS 
.± 
.,J>o 
+- McKenzie ___ ~ 
SIGNED ROUTES 
OAC . 
LEGEND 
11 Post Olhce I Public Bldq . 
Iii School c .. -City Hall 
cr- Court Hou•e 
... _Armory • A. R. O.pot 
L - library 
Slleet open lor tra vel. 
Street dedtcoted but uot open 
Ctty Ltm ita. 
~ 
< 
X 
0 , 
131 
~ 
SPR INC FIElD 
LANE COUNTY, OREGON 
.... ~:~o .. ;~~M~ O["A"TMENT OA[CQN STAT£ • 
fret 
.F .. !~~~~.NT 
' . 
3 .ot ' e 
4~·-~ 7 
R•vited F,bru•ry 1966 SHEET 2 OF 7 SHEE'T"5 
Population 23,500 
I L ___ _ 
. ': ~-~~ .. ~- -~ 
;EAST 
:;9~T·~ -- : . ~'r:'\_~-- · ... ~: ::n.:: 
..... > ...··:·/~-~ .9.q~~;:·.; 
s,. ~I 
~I 
1 MATCH TO SHEET 71 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INT£ASTATE =::::CV== 
• 
u.s. % • ~ 
LEGEND 
Post Office • Pu blic B ldq. 
School 
c.,. -City Hall 
c:r - Court Houae 
R. A. Depot ,._Armory 
'--Library 
S!reel open lor travel. 
Streel dedicoled bu t uot open . 
Cily Limilll . 
SPRINGFIELD 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
ORE G ON STATE HIGHWAY OIE~AATMENT 
S HEET 
ARAANGF.MENT 
l 
... ; 
8 
~ 
I~ 
u . ~ or,. .. ~,,.,,., o• cow .. uu: t 
.I.Hil"U 0'" .. U . I.I C 010"05 
Populotion 23,500 
Sule in feel 
Revired' February 1~66 
p 
SHEET 3 OF 7 SHEETS 
SIGNED ROUTES LEGEND 
• Post Office 
• School 
I Public Bldg . 
c.Y-Cily Hall 
C:T- Courl House 
R. A. Depot ... -Armory 
L -Library 
Slrce! open for 1Javc l. 
,-
1 
CRESWELL 
--- Slreel . ded icaled but uol open . 
Clly l1mils . 
---
---
HWY. wi 
SPRINGFIELD 
LANE COUNTY. OREGON 
~·•• ·•• a ., '"' 
OREGON ST A TE H IG H WAY DEPARTMENT 
PClpul~tion 23,500 
Scale;, feel 
S HEET 
ARR.4.NG EMENT 
~ ~ 
SHEET A OF 7 SHEETS 
/ 
~-----~ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I ... ~ .... I I 
I I 
I I 
1 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
THURSTON 
I • I ~~ ----~ l ____ _ 
.-----, 
I I 
I '--
1 LOGGIN G 
·~~ 
~, 
.. ~~ 
r-
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- 33\3-4_ .J 
--- ~ 
"(( SIGNED ROUTES 
u.s. 
OAf.: . 
Ao. 
ST 
HWY. 
LEGEND 
li p051 Office 
Iii School 
A Public Bldq. 
c.v-City Hall 
• R. A. Depot .,._Armory 
L _ Librory 
Street open lor llo vel . 
S treet dedicated but rrot open . 
--- City Limits. 
------~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J \, 
. I 
~--~~----- 1 
SPRINGFIELD 
y OREGON LANE COUNT . 
•u•• •• o ·~ ~"; OEP-'ATMEN T ORI.:GON S T-'TE H IG H 
·::::::::::.:=::.-· m:-6 I 
Population 2) ,500 
3 
• 
5 0 Sc:•lt in feel 
7 
Revi~ed February 1966 SHEET :5 OF 7 SHEETS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ~'~--, j I .-1 .-L~ - I I I 
I 
I 
L--
j'" 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L ___ • 
McKenzie 
.. 'i:··::::·.-.-.:: .. -···· 
·· .. · 
SIGNED ROUTES 
IN TIEPII 5TATE 
OAIE . 
LEGEND 
il Po sl Olhce 
• School 
I Public Bld q . 
CY-Cily Hall 
c'- Cou rl House 
A - Armory 
.__ Library 
• R. R. De pol 
n for lro vel . 
Sttee l oped. led bul 1101 open . Streel de •co 
_ C•ty Limits . 
~ 
--.-re 
u '.u:~;:~~::=~~:~~:;:~.~u 
Population 2l,500 
Sc:,lr in frel 
13'D 
SIGNED ROUTES 
1 MATCH TQ SHEET 3) 
LEGEND 
• Posl Olf1ce I Publ ic Bldg. 
cv-City Hall 
cT- Court House 
"_Armory 
• School 
• R. A. De pot 
l _Library 
n for !raveL 
Street op:icoled bu1 no1 open . Street de 
_ Ci!y Limi!s. 
1.38 
;Y 
Revi1ed February 196tt 
SIGNED ROUTES 
INTERSTATE: 
u.s. 
oru. 
LEGENO 
io Posl Office • Publie 8\dq. 
Iii School cv- City Hall 
• A. R. Depol CT ·Court House 
.--Armory 
total 
3,945 
Stroot o ~,- Library 
pen for lravol 
--- 51, .. 1 dodlcalod b . City Llmlll. ut not open. 
0 c ity Ccnlor M. P. log 
pop. 
13~ 
C MATCH TO SHEETZ I 
\C) 
~0 
\r-< 
\c 
\~ 
~tJ:j ,_ 
' \~ 
' 
h. 
o:~ 
~\-; Gl,"t, 
o.-1 
z\<i 
\ 
\~ 
~-\~ 
\~ 
~~ 
\ 
\ 
' . , 
total pop. 
10,927 
I ;= 
-
-·-= 
v 
8 
;Y 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL A I 0 SECONDARY SYSTEM · STATE 
FEDERAL A I 0 SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
0 IV I OED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET OED I CATEO BUT NOT OPEN 
!.' ;TERS TATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I I 
U . S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
i POST OFFICE Ill PUBLIC BLDG. 
• SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTER 
• R.R.DEPOT 
---CITY LIMITS 
CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
lIBRARY 
THE DALLES 
WASCO COUNTY. OREGON 
TZN R13E W.M. 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DE~ARTMENT 
'" COOJ'C ... ~I 0" "''"' ~ ... 
U 5 . 0[PAIIITM£NT" 0~ TI'IA,NIPOATATION 
,.[01!;,1141. HIC:HWA,Y AOMINIITIU.TION 
Population II , 780 
Seal• in fut 
SHEET 
Revi1ed Se ptember 1~69 ·~r~· 
SHEET I 01'" 3 SHEETS 
;Y 
TIN T2.N RI3E W.M. 
LEGEND 
~ FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM ~ INTERSTATE NUMBE~ED ROUTE I FA I) --r.p-3E FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYS TEM 0 FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYST EM-STATE U.S.NUMB ERED ROU TE FEDE RA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 0 ~ OTHE R FEDERAL AID SECONDARY- LOCA L STAT E NUMB ERED ROU TE t= TE RM INA TI ON OF FA SYSTEM 
-
TERM I NAT I ON OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE • PUO LI C BLDG. 
---
O IVIOEO H I GHWAY • 
SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
-·-
UND I VID ED HIGHWAY- NO. OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
= STREE T OPEN FOR TR AVE L • R .R. OEPOT A RMORY STRE rT DEDICATED BU T NOT OPEN --- C ITY LI M ITS LIBRARY 
THE DALLES 
WASCO COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY OEPART~ENT 
U< coo•••uoooo ""'"' ~" • 
US DIE~ .. Rf"'[NT Or TA ANSPOotT•TIO"' 
TIEOERAL 11 1GI-IW4Y II O .. I>i15TI'UoTIO•• 
fiUJI[" U Of "UDI.IC I'I.OAO$ 
Popul•tion I l,780 
SHEET 
·~·:·; 
SHEET 2 Of' 3 SHEETS 
10TH 
Tl N R13E W.M . 
LEGEND 
--L.III...,_ 
--,;;:p- FEDERAL A ID I N ~FEDERAL AI D PR~~=STATE SYSTEM ::!!i: FEDERAL A I 0 SEC ON RY SYSTEM ~ FEDERAL A ID SECON~ARY SYSTEM·STAT E 
""""' OTHE R FEDER AL A I 0 ARY SYST EM ·COUNTY 
;- TERMINATION OF SECONOARY ·L OCAL ~TERM I NAT I ON OF ~~U~~STEM 
---D IV I DED HI GHWAY 
-·- UND I V I DED HI ~ STRE ET OP EN GFOHWRAYT·NO.OF LANE S 
- S RAVEL 
- TREET OED I CA T ED BUT NO T OP EN 
v I NT ERSTATE NUMBE RED 
c:J U . S.NUMB ERED ROUTE 
0 STA TE NUM BERED ROU TE 
ROUTE ( FA 1) 
• POS T OF FI C ( 
il SCHOOL · 
Q CIT Y CEN T ER 
• R . R . DEPOT 
--- CITY LHwfiT S 
• CY 
CT 
A 
L 
PUBLI C BLDG 
C I T Y H AL L . 
COURT HO USE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
THE DALLES 
WASCO COUNTY. OREGON 
......... " ... ... ~ 
O R!:GON STATE HIGHWAY D E PARTMENT 
V S OCP~,.~~~:·:;~~";,.:~;:;~T.\TI 
.-tO( II AL H IGt<WA T A C"'I N IS11lAT IQ~N 
OIJA [ ... V oo- I'VOLIC IIOAOS 
Populatio" II ,JSO 
Scale in fee l 
S HEET 
·~· 
S HEET 3 OF 3 SHEETS 
BEAVERTON 
LEGEND 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FA I) 
U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
• POS T OFFICE • PUBLIC BLDG . 
CY CITY HALL • SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTER 
• R . R .D EPOT 
CT COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
---CITY LIMITS 
-·-= 
FEDERAL A I D INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM· COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL A I 0 SECONDARY· LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTF 
DIV I DED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
TIGARD 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STAT[ HIGHWAY DIVISION 
US. O(PAATMENf OF TRANSPORTATION 
HOERAL HIGHWAY AOMINSTAATION 
Population 5302 
Sule on Fe!tl 
Re-Jised March 1971 
!!;! 
·~o 
SHEET ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 1 of 2 SHEETS 
total pop. 
6,880 
14 3. ' 
II T.1,2S., R.lW. W.M. 
total pop. 
6,880 
0 
• 
• 
LEGEND 
INTE RSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAll 
U, S. NUMBERED ROUTE 
STA TE NUMBERED ROUT E 
PO ST OFFICE 
SCHOO L • CY Q CI T Y CENT ER 
• R .R. DEPOT 
CT 
PUBLIC BLD G . 
CITY HALL 
COUR T HOUS E 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY --- CI TY L IM I TS 
---UL-
...,.......-
~ 
?.iE 
flD 
-
-·-= 
FEDERAL A I D INTERSTATE SYS TEM 
FED ER AL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
FEDE RAL AIO SECONDARY SYSTEM· STATE 
FEDERA L AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHE R FEDERA L AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERM I NAT ION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERM I NAT I ON OF ROUTE 
DI VIDED HIGHWAY 
UNDI VI DED HIGHWAY· NO. OF L ANE S 
STR EET OPEN FOR TRAV EL 
STREET DED ICATED BU T NOT OPEN 
TIGARD 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, OREGON 
QR[GQtl STAT[ HIGHWAY DIVISION 
US DU'ARl Mftll Or TRANSPORI,\TION 
flll(RAL HtGttWAYAOMINS IR AT ION 
Population 5302 
Ae'olised March 197 1 SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT [I 
SHEET 2 OF 2 SHEETS 
Salmon 
N.E. GRAHAM RD. 
TROUTDALE AIRPORT 
IMATCHTOSHEET2) 
T1N R3E W. M. 
LEGEND 
~ FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
'""'!'J!!!!''I FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 
~ FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM- STATE 
 FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM -COUNTY 
~ OTHER FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY- LOCAL flE!' TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
-TERMINATION OF ROUTE 
===DIVIDED HIGHWAY 
-·-UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO. OF LANES 
= STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
==== STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
• 
.. 
0 
• 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FAt) 
U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
POST OFFICE: 
SCHOOL 
CITY CENTER 
R.R.DEPOT 
6 PUBLIC BLDG • 
CY CITY HALL 
CT COURT HOUSE 
---CITY LIMITS 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
total pop. 
1,410 
TROUTDALE 
MUL TNOMAH COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWIIY DEPARTMENT 
US DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION 
fEDERAl HIGHWAY AOMINSTRATION 
6URf.AU OF PUBLIC ROADS 
Population 643 
Scale m Feet 
March 1969 
~L·• 
Ufl• 
;Y 
~ 2:5f3o 
ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 1 OF 2 SHEETS 
--UI-
I 
~ 
---
-·-= 
-------, 
" a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
___ J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I FAS6o41 
N.E. CHERRY 
S.E. STARk 
RD. 
N.E. 17TH ST. 
PARK RD. 
li 
" a 
" c 
TIN 
I MATCH TO eHEET :_:"--=-: 
.s.w. 
> ~ 
. 
" z i1 
N.E. CHERRY .. .. PARK RD. 
j\, 
a ::c ~~J-' 
..; [!] g > < 
CEMETERY 
N.E. HENSLEY RD. 
MT. flOOD 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
GRESHAM 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
1 I 
I I 
I I 
I
I ol 
~I 
I ~I 
, •. r--J ~ 1 
<;'. I I ~ II I 1 ___ 1 
~~ 
TIS R3E w. M. 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM ~ INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE (FA II FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM 8 FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE U.S.NUMBERED ROUTE FEDERAL A I 0 SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY STATE NUMBERED ROUTE OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERMINATION OF ROUTE • POST OFFICE: • PUBLIC BLDG. DIVIDED HIGHWAY .. SCHOOL CY CITY HALL 
UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANES 0 CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL • R.R.DEPOT • ARMORY 
STREET DEDICATED BUJ NOT OPEN ---CITY Ltt • .fiTS L LIBRARY 
/ 
\ 
\ 
I 
/ 
1 
~e.Gvef 
--, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I (\ (I I , _ _, I 
I L_, I 
SWEET 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l····· 
TROUTDALE 
MUL TNOMAH COUNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STAlE HlGHI'IAY OEf'A!HMENT 
US OEPARTM(NT Of TRANSPORTATION 
FE0£RAL HIGHWAY AQMINSfRAT!ON 
Population 1,300 
Stale,,Feel 
Revit.ed June 1970 
146 
SHEET 
ARRANGEMENT 
SHEET 2. OF 2 SHEETS 
.VI 
I 
~ I 
< s.w. ---~YJii'!Y------
I I I 
:tt __ J I I I 
I 
I 
I 
~ ___ j 
r--~ 
~ 
--, I I I 
I I 
I : 
L-------------1 
-----~ 
_________ j 
:.ol-
.....- FEDERAL A I 0 INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
i FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYSTEM FEDERAL A I D SECONDARY SYSTEM· STATE ~).~· FEDERAL A I 0 SECONDARY SYSTEM -COUNTY,.~­OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY-LOCAL 
~ TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM -2.'!~U!1ACHRO. 
-TERMINATION .OF ROUTE" -~-
-- DIVIDED HIGHWAY s.w. aRAHAM5 t#'-/ 
1•- UNO IV I OED HIGHWAY· NO. OF LANES 
= STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREET DEDICATED BUT NOT OPEN 
t MATCH TO TIGARD SHEET 41 
;i 
u;-------, 
I 
I 
-----....1 
-----~ 
I 
I 
_____ i _____ T 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 1 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED R?UTE (FA I) 
1 0 U.S NUMBERED ROUTE 1 I 
I 0 I I 
1 STATE NUMBERED ROUTE I : 
L-----------------3!i4- I 
35136 
li POST OFFICE 
Ia SCHOOL 
Q CITY CENTER 
• R.R.DEPOT 
---CITY lIMITS 
• CY 
CT 
A 
L 
total pop. 
1' 217 
PUBLIC BLDG. 
C I TY HALL 
COURT HOUSE 
ARMORY 
LIBRARY 
147 
T25 R1 W W.M. 
TUALATIN 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
"' COOP[.UI<\" WITH n•~ 
US DEP.O.f>.li•H:NT Of TFl.O.NSPORTATt0/\1 
fEOI::FUoL HIGHW,O.Y .O.OMIN!STRAT!ON 
SUI!t:.O.U 01" PUIH.IC RO .. OS 
PopuJ.,tion 855 
Revised August 1969 
''\ 
'}w. ·~:.:.'~·v 
z g 
z 
z 
Q 
s . BEI'IG1S 
LEGEND 
_,_.,_ 
::: 
""9.<P' 
~
IIIIIlJllJ 
~ 
-
-·-= 
FEDERAL AID INTER STATE SYSTEM 
FEDERA L AID PR IMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AI D SECONDARY SYSTEM -COUN TY 
OTHER FEDERAL AI D SECONDARY-LOCAL 
TERMINAT ION OF FA SYST EM 
TERM INA TI ON OF ROU TE 
OIVI DED HIGHWAY 
UNDIVID ED HIGHWAY·NO.OF LANES 
STREET OPEN FOR TRAVEL 
STREE T OED I CA TED BU T NOT OPEN 
~ INTERS TAT E NUMBERED ROUT E (FA I I 
l:} U.S.NUMB ER ED ROUTE 
c=) STATE NUMBER ED ROU TE 
• POST OFF ICE 
i1 SCHOO L 
Q CITY CENTER 
• R.R.D EPOT 
--- C IT Y LIMITS 
• PUBLIC BLDG. 
CY C IT Y HALL 
CT CO URT HOUSE 
A ARMORY 
l LIBRARY 
T2 S R IE W.M . 
total pop. 
7' 150 
WEST LINN 
CLACKAMAS COUNTY. OREGON 
O"EGON STATE H1GHWAY DEP'ARTMENT 
U .l Dll,."IIITMI:NT O f'" l iii .. NI,.ORl.\TION 
1'"11:01:111.\L HIGHW"Y .. O ... IHISTIII.\TION 
BURE"U 01'" _.UftLI C 1110"01 
Popul.tion 6,650 
Revi~ed September 1969 
SHEET 
ARiiliR~NGEM:NT 
. . 
. . 
SHEET I OF e SHEETS 
~ 
20[25 
LEGEND 
FA ' 
...... 
FAS 
~ 
o:w:n.u 
;rn 
-
FEDERA L AID INTERSTAT E SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PR IMARY SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY -L OCA L 
TERM INA T ION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERM INAT ION OF ROUTE 
-DI V IDE D HI GHWAY 
... _UNDIVIDED HIGHWAY-NO.OF LANE S 
= STREET OPEN FOR TR AV EL 
STREET OED I CAT ED BU T NOT OPEN 
v 
0 
0 
• 
• 0 
INTERSTATE NUMBERED ROUTE I FA I I 
U.S.N UMBEREO ROUTE 
STATE NUMBERED ROUTE 
PO ST OFFICE Ill PUBLIC BLDG. 
SCHOOL CY C I TY HALL 
CITY CENTER CT COURT HOUSE 
R.R.DEPOT ARMORY 
C I TY LIMITS LIBRARY 
TZS RIER2E W. M . 
WEST LINN 
CLACKAMAS C O UNTY. OREGON 
OREGON STATE HIGH WAY DEPARTMENT 
U . l . Oli""Jif~I[Nf OF TII4NI .. 011f.O,TION 
11"£01:"1AL. HIGWWAT AO .. INIITRATION 
IIUOIIEAU 0,- "UII O. IC •O&OI 
Population 6,650 
Revised September 1969 
SHEET 2 OF ts SHEETS 
-·-= 
-----''-"'M=ATC_!! TO SHEET I I 
-
---···-
il 
~I 
.\ 
C MATCH TO SHEET ~I 
LEGEND 
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL AID PRIMARY SYS TEM 
FEDERAL AI D SECONDARY SYSTEM -STATE 
FEDERAL AID SECONDARY SYSTEM-COUNTY 
OTHER FEDERAL AID SECONDARY· LOCAL 
TERMINATION OF FA SYSTEM 
TERM INAT ION OF ROUTE 
OI VIOED HI GHWAY 
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Table 
Followino the maps are a set nf tables which indicate the 
same data that is found on the maps. The author feels that this form 
of the data will in some ways be sasier to analyze than the in-
dividual maps. There are also tablss included of cities within 
Oregon and Washin on of 1000 or more population that do not have 
a Christian Holiness Association facility. Portland, Oregon, is 
evaluated as a sample city with the use of census tracts to pinpoint 
potential areas for Christian Holiness Association cooperative 
chu~ch planting. 
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T,C\BLE I 
OREGON STATE CITIES HAVING CHA FACILITIES 
CITY 
Albany 
Ashland 
Astoria 
Aumsville 
Aurora 
Baker 
Beaverton 
Bend 
Boring 
Brookings 
Burns 
Calapooia 
Canby 
Carlton 
Clatskanie 
Coos Bay 
Coquille 
Corvallis 
Cottage Grove 
Culver 
Dallas 
Dayton 
Donald 
Eagle Point 
Elgin 
Enterprise 
Eugene 
Falls City 
Florence 
Foster 
1970 
POP. 
18,219 
11,800 
10,399 
590 
306 
9,354 
18,577 
13,710 
unlisted 
2,720 
3,293 
unlisted 
3,813 
1,126 
1,286 
13,466 
4,252 
35,153 
6,004 
407 
6,404 
949 
231 
1,241 
1,375 
1,680 
76,582 
745 
2,246 
unlisted 
CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
ECNA 102 
ECNA 251 
Free Methodist 56 
Nazarene 92 
Free Methodist 26 
Nazarene 192 
Nazarene 69 
Wesleyan 28 
Wesleyan 30 
Nazarene 103 
Salvation /~rmy 
Free Methodist 31 
Nazarene 214 
Free ~1ethodist 33 
Nazarene 87 
Salvation Army 
Nazarene 42 
Nazarene 51 
Free Methodist 57 
ECNA 37 
Nazarene 56 
Free Methodist 17 
~Jazarene 32 
Free Methodist 32 
Nazarene 144 
Salvation Army 
Nazarene 108 
ECI\JA 181 
Free Methodist 47 
Nazarene 176 
Free fl-1ethodist 82 
Nazarene 72 
Nazarene 29 
ECNA 95 
Nazarene 94 
ECNA 133 
Nazaren8 34 
Nnzarene 40 
Nazarene 32 
Nazarene 23 
(see table II) 
Free Methodist 32 
ECNA 75 
ECNA 63 
CITY 
Grande Ronde 
Grants Pass 
Gresham 
Happy Valley 
Harper 
Hemlock 
Hermiston 
Hillsboro 
Hood River 
HopetJJell 
Jefferson 
John Day 
Kimberly 
Klamath Falls 
LaGrande 
LaPine 
Lake Grove 
Lebanon 
LibBral 
Lincoln City 
McMinnville 
Madras 
MaplBton 
Marion 
Maupin 
Medford 
Metolious 
Mill City 
~"lilumukie 
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TABLE I (continued) 
1970 
POP. 
CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
unlisted 
12,27.1 
9,893 
1,392 
unlisted 
unlisted 
4,893 
14,682 
4 '01.3 
unlisted 
936 
1,623 
unlisted 
15,775 
9,691 
unlisted 
unlisted 
6,763 
unlisted 
4,198 
10,125 
1~689 
unlisted 
unlisted 
1+28 
?87470 
270 
1 ~ L, 51 
]Jj 1 Lc68 
Nazarene 
Brethren in Christ 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
ECNA 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
lues ley an 
Free rvlethodist 
Friends 
NazArene 
Nazarene 
EC~JA 
ECNA 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Friends 
~Jazarene 
Sal\/Rtion Armv 
Wesleyan 
Evangelical Methodist 
1\Jazarene 
Salvation Army 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
ECNA 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
ECNA 
ECNA 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
FreR Methodist 
EC~JA 
Fri_pnds 
ECI\!A 
Free Methoritst 
Friends 
1\!azRrene 
Nazan=!nR 
SalvAtion Army 
\Jlesleyan 
Friends 
Free Methodist 
ECNA 
Evangelical Methodist 
36 
64 
58 
93 
108 
90 
68 
7 
61 
24 
18 
91 
151 
154 
28 
60 
25 
88 
118 
21 
24 
135 
12 
27 
115 
106 
111 
38 
30 
53 
118 
83 
76 
29 
52 
73 
2g4. 
1!4 
423 
33 
103 
31 
113 
2g 
CTTV 
Milwaukie (cont.) 
Molalla 
Monmouth 
Myrtle Creek 
Myrtle Poj_nt 
Nehalem 
Netarts 
Netuberg 
1\JeuJ Bri dCJB 
Newport 
Nyssa 
Oakridge 
Ontario 
Oregon City 
ParkdalP 
Pedee 
Pendleton 
Ph:i.lomath 
Phoenix 
Portland 
Prairie City 
Prineville 
Prospect 
Redmond 
RosPburg 
St. Helens 
Salem 
Scotts P·'1ills 
Seaside 
Sheridan 
Sherwood 
Silverton 
Soda ville 
Sprague Ri\/er 
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TABLE I (continued) 
1970 
PDP. 
?,005 
5,237 
2~677 
2 ~ 511 
241 
unlisted 
6,507 
unlisted 
5 ~192 
2,620 
3~422 
6,535 
9,176 
unlisted 
unHsted 
13,197 
1,688 
1,287 
382,621 
867 
4,101 
unlisted 
3,721 
14,461 
6,212 
69,408 
228 
4. ,402 
1,881 
1,396 
4,301 
125 
unlisted 
CHA FACILITIES AND THETR MEMBERSHIP 
Friends 
rJazarene 
1\lazarenC' 
ECI\JA 
1\lazarene 
1\Jazarene 
Friends 
Friends 
Free Methor!ist 
Friends 
Friends 
FriRnds 
1\Jazarene 
1\Jazarene 
Free Methodist 
NazCJrene 
1\lazCJrt!ne 
1\Jazarene 
Friends 
1\Jazarene 
ECNA 
ECI\JA 
~,Jaz<uene 
NazarenB 
ECNA 
Free Methodist 
Sal\/ation Army 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
(see table II I) 
Evangelical Methodist 
1\lazarene 
Nazarene 
Free Methodj_st 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Salvation Armv 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
(see table IV) 
Friends 
1\Jazarene 
Nazarene 
Friends 
lJJesleyan 
ECNA 
Friends 
95 
86 
111 
48 
131 
43 
21 
47 
148 
70 
75 
590 
186 
14 
42 
17 
114 
57 
60 
183 
26 
183 
320 
24 
49 
45 
79 
42 
25 
66 
52 
77 
Lf6 
186 
47 
57 
43 
17 
40 
134 
7 
.l1 
171 
H\RLE I (continued) 
CITY 1970 CH.A FP.CIL I TIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
PDP. 
Springfield 27,047 Free Methodist 92 
Nazarene 169 
Sutherlin 3,084 Nazarene 21 
Svensen unlisted Friends 72 
SuJeet Home 3,824 ECNA 203 
Free ~~ethodist 35 
Nazarene 34 
Stdisshome unlisted ECNA 22 
Talent 1,496 Friends 84 
The Dalles 10,710 ECNA 132 
1\lazarene 83 
Salvation Army 
Tigard 5,302 ECNA 100 
Friends 1[]2 
Tillamook 3,968 Nazarene 213 
Timber unlisted Friends 
Toledo 2,818 Nazarene 17 
Union 1,531 Nazarene 18 
Uniorivale unlisted ECNA 56 
Vale 1,448 Nazarene 31 
Vernonia 1,643 ECNA 76 
Nazarene 6 
Woodburn 7,495 Nazarene L;S 
TABLE II 
EUGENE AND ITS CHA FACILITIES 
City Population: 76,682 
CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
ECNA 
ECNA 
ECNA 
Free Methodist 
Friends 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Salvatibn Army 
luesleyan 
56 
100 
344 
67 
121 
144 
534 
172 
MAP 1\JO. 
7 
8 
9 
12 
13 
173 
TABLE III 
PORTLAND URBAN AREA AND ITS CHA MEMBERSHIP 
BY 
CEI\JSUS TRACT 
CEI\JSUS TRACT CENSUS TRACT CHA FACILITIES AND 
NO., POPULATION -THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
41~01 5082 Friends 44 
42 2951 Salvation Army 
Wesleyan 43 
41..02 4805 Nazarene 39 
39 0 01 6311 ECNA 125 
39.,02 3324 
38.02 3086 Salvati. on Army 
37.01 4136 
38,.03 3852 Friends 127 
37m02 2861 
35,01 3784 ECI\J.A l 9L~ 
.35 .. 02 2488 Salvation Army 
23$01 2244 Free Methodist 37 
.33,01 3050 1\Jazarene 169 
36 .. 01 4641 
32 4534 Friends 
31 4924 
79 3945 1\Jazarene 70 
80~01 3492 ECNA, netd property 
93 6634 ECNA 94 
92.02 3942 Nazarene 51 
97.01 1+246 Friends 239 
97.02 6549 Ev. Methodist 118 
101 3537 Nazarene 90 
100 4687 Free Methodist 108 
16.02 Lf663 ldesleyan 40 
lJJesleyan 36 
82.01 2723 Ev. Methodist 44 
6,.01 5071 Friends 99 
6.,02 4301 ECNA 539 
52 3516 Nazarene 650 
56 2778 ECNA 2/-+0 
54- 963 Salvation Army 
51 1487 Salvation Army 
21 2551 Salvation Army 
Salvation Army 
20 5782 Nazarene 272 
18,.01 3848 Free Methodist 119 
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TABLE III (continued) 
MAP NO. C[rJSUS TRACT CENSUS TRACT CHA FACILITIES AND 
NO. POPULATION THEIR ~1EMBERSHIP 
13 (cont.) 14 5283 Free Methodist 128 
15 3833 
8~02 4604 Nazarene 275 
5,01 3632 Nazarene 169 
ECNA 100 
2 5687 Nazarene 311 
3.,01 .3252 Fr}.ends 390 
14 312 Lf472 Free Methodist 31 
310 7805 1\Jazarene 214 
66,.01 1910 Friends 98 
15 326 8468 Free Methodist 18 
Friends 91 
Nazarene 151 
16 308 4544 ECNA 100 
309 3377 Er:NA, new property 
319 7457 
17 202 4844 Nazarene 27 
63 4524 ECI\JA 54 
217 4077 Ev. Methodist 29 
221 6809 Friends 95 
214 3295 ECNA 113 
211 4615 Nazarene 86 
210 4616 ECNA 198 
216 6970 ECNA 109 
18 222 5539 ECNA 68 
20 206 3121 Free Methodist 16 
223 4161 ECNA 26 
224 4121 Nazarene 320 
225 4425 ECNA 183 
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TABLE IV 
SALEM AND ITS CHA FACILITIES 
City Population: 69 7 408 
CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
Brethren in Christ 13 
ECNA 50 
ECNA 99 
ECNA 115 
ECNA 287 
Free Methodist 171 
Friends 76 
Friends 96 
Friends 98 
Friends 186 
Nazarene 66 
Nazarene 118 
Nazarene 543 
Salvation Army 
Wesleyan 21 
Wesleyan 61 
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TABLE V 
WASHINGTON STATE CITIES HAVING CHA FACILITIES 
CITY 1970 CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
PDP. 
Aberdeen 18,489 Salvation Army 
A dna unlisted ECNA 71 
Agnew unlisted Friends 29 
Amboy unlisted Nazarene 43 
uJesleyan 18 
Anachortes 7,701 Nazarene 59 
Salvation Army 
Arlington 2,261 Free fl-1ethodist 204 
Asotin 637 Free Methodist 20 
Auburn 21,817 Free Methodist 169 
Nazarene 175 
Battleground 1,438 Friends 62 
Nazarene 53 
Bellevue 61,102 Free Methodist 147 
Nazarene 90 
Bellingham 39,372 Free Methodist 106 
Nazarene 47 
Benton City 1,070 Nazarene 28 
Bingen 671 Nazarene 10 
Bothel 4,883 Free Methodist 75 
Bremerton 35,307 Free Methodist 144 
Nazarene 119 
Salvation Army 
Buckley 3,446 Free Methodist 30 
Burien unlisted ECNA 81 
Free Methodist 187 
Burlington 3,138 Free Methodist 26 
Camas 5,790 Friends 67 
Friends 112 
Carson unlisted Nazarene 64 
Castle Rock 1,647 Nazarene 29 
Centralia 10,054 Free Methodist 169 
Nazarene 139 
Salvation Army 
Chelan 2,430 Nazarene 36 
Cheney 6,357 Nazarene 71 
Chewelah 1,365 Free Methodist 61 
Clarkston 6,312 Wesleyan 50 
Cle Elum 1,725 Nazarene 36 
Clinton unlisted Free Methodist 33 
Colbert unlisted ECNA 47 
Colfax 2,664 Nazarene 51 
Colville 3,742 Free Methodist 65 
Nazarene 7l 
CITY 
Dayton 
Deer Park 
Duvall 
Eatonville 
Ellensburg 
Entiat 
Enumclaw 
Ephrata 
Everett 
Ewan 
Federal Way 
Goldendale 
Grand Coulee 
Grandview 
Harrington 
Hoquiam 
Issaquah 
Kalama 
Kelso 
Kennewick 
Kent 
Kirkland 
Leavenworth 
Longview 
Lynden 
Lynnwood 
Manor 
Marysville 
fVlethow 
Millwood 
Monroe 
Moses Lake 
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TABLE V (continued) 
1970 
PDP., 
2,596 
1,295 
607 
852 
13,568 
355 
4,703 
5,255 
53,622 
unlisted 
unlisted 
2,484 
1,302 
3,605 
489 
10,466 
4,313 
l,lo6 
10,296 
15,212 
21,510 
15,249 
1,322 
28,373 
2,808 
16,919 
unlisted 
4,343 
unlisted 
1,770 
2,687 
10~310 
CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Evangelical Methodist 
Salvation Army 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Friends 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Salvation Army 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Wesleyan 
Nazarene 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Friends 
Nazarene 
Salvation Army 
Evangelical Methodist 
Nazarene 
Friends 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Evangelical Methodist 
Free Methodist 
ECNA 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Evangelical Methodist 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Evangelical Methodist 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
29 
88 
83 
57 
35 
33 
91 
29 
149 
83 
49 
62 
49 
36 
45 
158 
10 
57 
78 
I9 
32 
63 
226 
210 
196 
52 
225 
53 
2B2 
52 
40 
204 
62 
29 
157 
17 
243 
48 
25 
60 
97 
CITY 
Mt. Vernon 
Naches 
1\lewport 
Oak Harbor 
Olympia 
Omak 
Oroville 
Othello 
Palouse 
Pasco 
Poulsbo 
Pomeroy 
Port Angeles 
Port Orchard 
Port Townsend 
Prosser 
Pullman 
Puyallup 
Quincv 
Raymond 
Renton 
Republic 
Richland 
FUdgefield 
Ritzville 
Royal Citv 
Seattle 
Sedro lJJoolley 
Selah 
Shelton 
Snohomish 
178 
TABLE V (continued) 
1970 
PDP. 
B,BD4 
666 
1,418 
9,167 
23,111 
4,164 
1,555 
Lt-,122 
948 
13,920 
1,856 
1,823 
16,367 
3~904 
5,241 
2,954 
20~509 
14:741 
3,237 
862 
26,290 
1,004 
1,876 
477 
530,831 
Lr., 598 
3,070 
6,515 
5,174 
CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Free fVJethodist 
Nazarene 
Salvation Army 
Free Methodist 
Free Methodist 
Naz!l'lrene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Salvation Army 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Salvation Army 
l!lesleyan 
Nazarene 
Evangelical Methodist 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Friends 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
lJJesleyan 
ECNA 
Evangelical Methodist 
38 
76 
37 
35 
98 
172 
178 
95 
76 
68 
35 
90 
40 
94 
45 
88 
6 
86 
38 
33 
101 
271 
44 
58 
36 
19 
3 
44 
Free Methodist 87 
Nazarene 129 
Salvation Armv 
1\lszarene 
Free Methodist 
Nazsrene 
Evangelical Methodist 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
(see table \JI) 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Free fv'tethorlist 
10 
12 
226 
84 
91 
33 
27 
82 
78 
16 
132 
CITY 
Snohomish (cont.) 
Snoqualmie 
Spokane 
Stevenson 
Sumner 
Sunnyside 
Tacoma 
TonaskPt 
Toppenish 
Trenbc~ood 
Union Gap 
Var:couver 
ld a :i. t s b u r g 
ldnlla Ida] la 
tJiapnto 
l!larm Beach 
Ldashnugnl 
Ltlenatchee 
l!Joodland 
VakimB 
Zillah 
179 
TABLE V (continued) 
1970 
POP. 
l$260 
170,516 
916 
L~, 32 5 
6,751 
unlisted 
2 OI+D 
Lt2 493 
953 
23,619 
2,841 
unlisted 
3 1 388 
16,912 
1~622 
L,5 ~ 588 
1,138 
CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
I\Jnznr8ne 
Nazarene 
(spe table \/II) 
1\lazarene 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Free Methorl:lst 
Nazaren8 
Free Methodist 
Free Mothodist 
Friends 
Friends 
Nazarene 
Sal11ation Army 
Free Method:ist 
ECI\JA 
1\lazanme 
ECI\JA 
1\lazarrme 
(see T21ble I!III) 
N8ZRrene 
Free Methodist 
Nazarene 
Nazarene 
Snlvation Armv 
!tlesleyan 
1\Jazarene 
1\lazarr:me 
!\!azarene 
Free Methodist 
Friends 
Nazarene 
Salvation Army 
WesJ.evan 
1\lazRrene 
ECNA 
Free Methodist 
1\Jazaren e 
1\lazarene 
Nazarene 
1\Jazarene 
Salvation Army 
ttleslevan 
1\Jazarene 
46 
77 
14 
27 
38 
29 
94 
f,7 
J }I ... 
108 
119 
L+ 5 
21 
63 
95 
379 
18 
54 
87 
110 
269 
47 
142 
13 
50 
177 
151 
52 
103 
105 
372 
180 
TABLE \II 
SU\TTLE AI\JD ITS CHA Ff-\CILITIES 
MAP 1\10. CEr~.JSLJS TRACT CEI\JSUS TRACT CHA FACILITIES AND 
1\JD. POPULATION THEIR MEMBERSHIP 
1 516 6228 Free Methodi .. st 204 
3 306 4914 Free Methodist 169 
3D8 4645 1\Jazarene 175 
3 218 5901 Free Methodist 75 
221 4653 Free f"'ethodi st 72 
4 203 4917 ECNA 89 
205 6194 Free Methodist 185 
206 4056 1\lazarene 344 
2 6622 Nnzarene 47 
5 16 4264 Nnzarene 110 
17 6213 Lllesleyan 38 
20 3271 ECI\JA 246 
Free Methodist 118 
25 1610 Friends 206 
51 4063 Nazarene 3(:38 
52 3393 
30 6223 Free Methodist 319 
33 5832 Nazarene 64 
6 10 1659 Nazarene 26 
224 5952 Nazarene 225 
8 95 6587 Nazarene 34 
23L> 1669 Free Methodist 147 
9 98 6801 Nazarene 41 
71 1739 Free fVlethod is t 903 
Salvation Army 
73 1320 Salvation Army 
e,L~ 2575 Salvation Army 
Salvation Army 
91 1690 Salvation Army 
10 108 2645 Free Methodist 78 
113 5015 Nazarene 224 
114 5389 Salvation Army 
lllesleyan 31 
111 7006 Free Methodist 166 11 Friends 67 
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TABLE VI 
MAP NO. CEf\JSUS TRACT CENSUS TRACT CHA FACILITIES AND 
NO. POPULI-HI ON THEIR MEMBER.5HIP 
12 253 1185 Nazarene 129 
258 12300 Free l'-1ethodist 87 
13 275 5281 ECfiJA 81 
280 2748 Free Methodist 187 
Nazarene 84 
16 404 3869 Nazarene 83 
407 2710 Free Methodist 149 
20 319 519 ECfiJA 44 
182 
TABLE VII 
SPOKANE AND ITS CHA FACILITIES 
MAP NO, CEf~SUS TRACT CEI\JSUS TRACT CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR 
rm. POPUUHION MEMBERSHIP 
2 105 3822 ECI\Jf4 47 
3 119 3040 1\Jazarene 243 
127 5224 Free Methodist 83 
114 2793 ECNA 13 
4 6 3530 Friends 86 
3 5133 Free Methodist 94 
15 5669 Nazarene 140 
14 6331 ECNA 153 
19 4299 Nazarene 235 
33 544 Salvation Army 
Salvation Army 
29 2405 1\Jazarene 200 
5 6 1291 Nazarene 147 
12 42[Jl Free Methodist 169 
7 L,3 1334 Nazarene 36 
/+4 4853 
183 
TABLE VIII 
VANCOUVER AND ITS CHA FACILITIES 
MAP NO. CEI\ISUS TRACT CEI\JSUS TRACT CHA FACILITIES AND THEIR 
1\10 e POPULATION MEMBERSHIP 
420 1769 Free Methodist 27 
L~21 2274 Nazarene 364 
419 2263 Wesleyan 48 
418 3737 Friends 30 
417 2575 
4-lO ,e2 3783 ECI\IA 141] 
411,.1]1 
L}16 1656 Friends 165 
1+12 9725 
L;30 2318 f~azarene 274 
Lf31 Lf 581] Nazarene 31 
10 415 255[] Friends 57 
Friends 112 
Nazarene 170 
TABLE IX 
OREGON CITIES OF GREATER THAN 1000 POPULATION 
HAVING NO CHA FACILITIES 
CITY 1970 CEf\JSUS 
POPULATION 
Altamont 15746 
Bandon 1832 
Barview 1388 
Brownsville HJ34 
Bunker Hill 1549 
Central Point 4004 
Chenoweth 2329 
Cornelius 1903 
Creswell 1199 
Drain 1204 
Eastside 1331 
Estacada 1164 
FairvieuJ l[)L!5 
Falcon Heights 1389 
Forest Grove 8275 
Four Corners 6199 
Fruitdale 2655 
Garibaldi 1083 
Gladstone 6237 
Gold Beach 1554 
Green 1612 
Harrisburg 1311 
Haysville 5518 
Heppner 1429 
Hines 14[J7 
Independence 2594 
Jacksonville 1611 
Junction City 2373 
Keizer 11405 
King City 1427 
Lake Oswego 14573 
Lakeview 2705 
i"'lcNu1 tv 1017 
May Park 1466 
Maywood Park 1230 
Milton-Freewater 4105 
Mt. Angel 1973 
North Bend 8553 
Oakland 1010 
Pilot Rock 1612 
Port Orford 1037 
Rainier 1731 
Reedsport 4039 
Riddle 1042 
184 
CITY 
Sandy 
Scappoose 
Stayton 
Veneta 
Warrenton 
West Linn 
Willamina 
Winston 
Wood Village 
TABLE IX (continued) 
1970 CENSUS 
POPULATION 
1544 
1859 
3170 
1377 
1825 
7091 
1193 
2468 
1533 
185 
TABLE X 
WASHINGTON CITIES OF GREATER THAN 1000 POPULATION 
HAVING NO CHA FACILITIES 
CITY 
Algona 
Ault Field 
Beacon Hill 
Black Diamond 
Blaine 
Bonney Lake 
Brewster 
Brier 
Cashmere 
Central Park 
Chehalis 
Clyde Hill 
College Place 
Columbia Heights 
Connell 
Cosmopolis 
Coulee Dam 
Darrington 
Davenport 
Des Moines 
Dishman 
Edmonds 
Elm a 
Enetai 
Erlands Point 
Fairchild 
FairvieLd 
Ferndale 
Fife 
Fircrest 
Fords Prairie 
Forks 
Fort LeuJis 
Fruitvale 
Garrett 
Geiger Heights 
Gig Harbor 
Granger 
Green Acres 
Lacey 
Lake Forest Park 
Lake Stevens 
McChord 
1970 CENSUS 
POPULATION 
1276 
1478 
1263 
1160 
1955 
2313 
1059 
3093 
1976 
2720 
5727 
2987 
4510 
1572 
1161 
1599 
1425 
1094 
1363 
3871 
9079 
23998 
2227 
2878 
1017 
6754 
2111 
2164 
1458 
5651 
2250 
1328 
38054 
3275 
1586 
1424' 
1657 
1567 
232Lf 
9696 
2530 
1283 
6515 
186 
TABLE X (continued) 
CITY 
McCleary 
Mead 
Medical Lake 
Medina 
Mercer Island 
Mil ton 
Montesano 
Morton 
Mountlake Terrace 
f'-1ukil teo 
Navy Yard 
Normandy Park 
North Bend 
Odessa 
Okanogan 
Opportunity 
Ort:Lng 
Pacific 
Parkland 
Redmond 
Rocky Point 
Roslyn 
Sequim 
Shoultes 
Soap Lake 
South Bend 
South Broadway 
Spanaway 
Stanwood 
Steilacoom 
Sultan 
Terrace Heights 
Thompson Place-Tanglewilde 
Town and Country 
Tracyton 
Tukwila 
Tumwater 
University Place 
Warden 
West Clarkston-Highland 
Westport 
White Salmon 
Wilbur 
Winslow 
Yarrow Point 
1970 CENSUS 
POPULATION 
1265 
1099 
3529 
3455 
19047 
2607 
2847 
1134 
166[]0 
1369 
2827 
4208 
1625 
1074 
2015 
16604 
1643 
1831 
21012 
11031 
1733 
1031 
1549 
4754 
1064 
1795 
3298 
5768 
1347 
2850 
1119 
1033 
3423 
6484 
1413 
3496 
5373 
13230 
1254 
3797 
1364 
1585 
1074 
1461 
1103 
187 
188 
Summar~ 
Within this chapter is found all of the data the author has 
compiled in this research. Included are state maps, city maps, cen-
sus tract maps, and a series of tables of the information found on 
the maps, including those cities of more than 1000 population having 
no Christian Holiness Association facilities. 
l.H.L\PTEFI I I I 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
analvsis of all the data n. ~Rs.c_.n+uPd i.n chantn ·t · ~ · 
. , _, . . . .. .. " - c: :-- , c r ·' •J n 1. s m "", , R 1 n 
st:?t:istics nf thr:sr:: sight Chr:isU'-'ln HDJiqpss Assnr::i'ltion do.nrrm:i.nn-
is Lr36, I.L11th 218 chL!:l:'ChRs i_n P:=Jch stato,., DrRrJnn, I·J'ith the sm8l1er 
of thR tt.JO popt.1Jntinns he~s A r;hurch membPrshi p of 21,798 for thR 
dRnominations presented. IJ.Inshinnton hAs 2 membPrship of 2[] 062 for 
thBse denominations The tot r1 J church fl opt d. r;t; 1. nn i. s 1 e s s th;:m nne 
pRI' Cf"!ni: of the tntal nnouJ.ation fnr thPse " '••< • j ,-
In DrBgnn one pPr cent of the population belongs tn 
r::hrist:inn Holines:; ~\ssnci.Atinn r::hllrches. In \IJ"lshinr:Jton 0,58 flRI' r:Pnt 
of the poptilntion ly::lnngs to Christian Holi.nP.ss .C\ssor::iatinn chu.rr.hRs. 
The church porulation of thBse denominations related to total church 
population for the r:!r:;nomi.nntions a\Jerages 95.1 members per church. 
The largest of the eight denominations is the Church of thR 
NazarenR, ~Jith Almost half of the total Christian Holiness Association 
189 
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membership (21,365) and half of the total number of Christian Holiness 
facilities (214 churches with 89 in Oregon and 125 in Washington). In 
order of size with the next largest to the Church of the Nazarene are 
the following denominations: 
Free Methodist, 7,695 members; 83 churches (36 in Oregon and 
47 in Washington) 
Evangelical Church of North America, 6,992 members; 56 churches 
(44 in Oregon and 12 in Washington) 
Friends, 5,074 members; 46 churches (29 in Oregon and 17 in 
Washington) 
Wesleyan, 729 members; 23 churches (12 in Oregon and 11 in 
Washington) 
Evangelical Methodist, 528 members; 12 churches (6 in Oregon 
and 6 in Washington) 
Brethren in Christ, 77 members; 2 churches (both in Oregon) 
The Salvation Army is not included in this list becatJse the membership 
situation is so different from that of the other denominations and 
was not available to the author. The total number of Salvation Army 
facilities in Or~oon and ~lashington is 47 (18 in Oregon and 29 in 
Washington). 
The second major objective of this study is to discover over-
lapping parishese This is extremely difficult tn analyze because 
of all of the variables involved. There is a need for ~ome rationale 
for deciding whether a gi11en geographical area has too many or not 
enough Christian Holiness Association churches. 
Each church has its unique characteristics. Much of a 
church's ability to reach the community in tdhich it is located 
depends upon the pastor 1 the membership 1 the finances. and espe-
cially the type of community in which the church or churches are 
191 
found: residential, business, apartment, etc. This means that any 
standard set would of necessity be an arbitrarily self-imposed one. 
There are maniiJ examples of what the author wotJld label area f ___ s o over-
lapping ministries. Some of these include such cities in Oregon as 
Ashland where there are two Christian Holiness Association churches 
three blocks apart, one with 192 membership and another with 26 
membership; Bend where there are two Christian ~oliness Association 
churches five blocks apart, one with 33 membership and the other 
with 87 membership; Corvallis where there are two Christian Holiness 
Association churches four blocks apart, one with 181 membership and 
the other with 47 membership; Hillsboro where there are two Christian 
Holiness Association churches three blocks apart, one with 18 member-
ship and the other also with 18 membership; Ontario where there are 
two churches four blocks apart, one with 60 membership and the other 
with 183 membership; Sweet Home where there are three churches with-
in four blocks of one another, one with 203 membership, one with 
34 membership and the other with 35 membership. An analysis of 
Christian Holiness Association facilities in geographical areas of 
cities is possible only for Oregon because of the lack of avail-
ability of city maps for Washington. But, if overlapping ministries 
are determined only by close proximity, then the author questions 
how this standard fits situations in cities such as Eugene where 
there are two churches three blocks apart with memberships of 
344 and 534; or Lebanon where there are two churches within two 
blocks of one another and another church within ten blocks of the 
other two and which have memberships of 115, 106, and 111. 
192 
In order to accurately evaluate overlap,ojno_. ministries. th 
• . ' ' 8 
author must tako into consideration hmc~ mAnv churches Rre in 8 · , . . ~ . C]lVen 
geographical area; the financial capacities of the members; the type 
of community; the tenure of the church; the church's present size; 
hmd many people Jive i.n the geographicnl nreCJ of the church; hold 
1t~ell the church is !Jresently meeting thp, needs of thR community; and 
how many people from the immediate community attand the church. 
The author L:;:i.shBs to B\mluatB Portlnnd, l!regnn, using thB 
guidelines listed 2bove, but most of this informntion is unAvailable. 
Therefore, the Bllthor l!Ji 11 employ three determinAble fActors: (1) the 
membership of the Christian Holiness Association chtJrch or churches 
in each cen.sus tr::lct; (2) thB census oopulatinn of the nrea in tdhich 
Christian Holiness Association churches are located; and (3) ho~1 
close the churches are to one another. These fActors are considered 
for each of the ei~hteen census trAct maos of the Portland metro-
politan ares. 
On map number four nf the Vancouver, Washington, area, there 
are at least three churches that could have nverlappinp ministries: 
a F rer~ Methodist church ld:i t h 27 members; 8 Nazarene c hL1rch ld i th 361-~> 
members; and a illesleyan r:hurch 1r!1 th L18 members. The\/ ArB lor:C'lted 
sn cJnse to ~?ach n·:~llr:r that their ministries to the communitv could 
be hindered. 
On mr1p numhr::r se\JBn ther8 nre t1:1o fAr. U it iRS 1 nc c:Jted ton 
·1 bl Mr1.o .. n.I .. Jr,·nh .. r .. -r ... p_ .• i.n_.ht. T'8\/eo1s S'?\IRO Chrjst.inn Hn]iness 
::1. v a J ~. "'~. . . R • . . 'J 
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an Evangelical Church of North America with 194 members: two SaJ-
# • •• ~ 
vation Army facilities; two Friends churches with 127 members and an 
unlisted membership; a Nazarene church with 169 members; and a Free 
Methodist church with 37 members. Each of these is in census tracts 
adjacent to one another or one census tract away from another. 
Portland sheet number ten shmtJs three churches: two Friends churches 
ttJi th 67 and 112 lilBmbers and thB other a Nazarene church t.Ji th 170 
members. On map number twelve there are two possibilities of over-
lcopping ministries: a Friends ch11rch Ldi th 99 members tn census trnct 
6.01 and an Evanoelical Church of North America with 539 members in 
cnesus tract 6.02· and an Evangelical Church nf North America with 
94 mRmbers in censw-:; trCJct 93 and a Nazarene churr:h cdi.th 51 mP.mbers 
in census tract 92.02. Portland map number thirteen demonstrates 
at least tlYIO excm:Jlt:s of nverlappinf] m:i.nistries also: ;:m Evan 1ir:;cl1 
Church of North America with 100 members and a Nazarene church with 
169 members, both in the same census tract. Map number fifteen 
reflects three churches close to one another: a Nazarene church with 
151 members and a Friends church t.lith 91 memhers in the same census 
tract, and jn an adjacent census tract: a Free Methodist church 
tt~ith 18 members. These sre the most signific:oJnt pnssibilitiBs of 
0 ve r 1 r3 p p j n g C h r :i s t icm H ol in e s s A s s n c i 8 t i. n n m i n i. s t r i e s i n t h B P or t 1 a n d 
Area. All. of the churches U.stBrl are in census trr:1cts havinf] B 
lAroe eno,Joh pnouJatinn to suprwrt Rach r:hurr:h in thnt r:ensus trsct 
~ - ' 
if th~ church harl thR ability tn reach every nne in that jmmediate 
cnmmunity. 8:1t, ttlLs in itself [Jrnves nothing. 
Th 1• ci n +.h"'. t one should drab! from these statistics e conc._,_L,_._n , ,. "' _ 
might better be that some of these churches wjth 18. 27, 37, or 48 
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members could more appropriately serve another community which has 
no Christian Holiness Association facility. Some churches are so 
close to one another, from one to six blocks, that they are attempt-
ing simultaneously to meet the needs of the same community. More 
people could possibly be reached if some of the smaller congregations 
were relocated or if new churches would locate in areas that now 
have no Christian Holiness Association witness and have a sufficient 
population to support a church. 
In chapter two there are eleven tables which give statistics 
of all cities in Oregon and Washington with and without Christian 
Holiness Association facilities. In Oregon 108 cities have Christian 
Holiness Association facilities and 52 cities, with populations 
ranging from 1000 to 15,749, have no Christian Holiness Association 
facility. In Washington there are 114 cities which have Christian 
Holiness Association facilities and 85 cities, with populations 
ranging from 1000 to 38,054, which have no Christian Holiness Assoc-
iation facility. 
For Portland, the city chosen as a sample, there are at 
least 72 census tracts that are outside the sphere of direct in-
fluence of any Christian Holiness Association facility with the 
exception that some members will cross census tract lines to attend 
their church. The census tracts without Christian Holiness Assoc-
iation facilities range in size of population from 943 to 10,697 
and border on areas with population in the thousands. 
The 222 cities in Oregon and Washington and the 72 census 
tracts in Portland which have no Christian Holiness Association 
facility have need of the ministry of such a facility. 
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Analysis of the data in this chapter establishRs that there 
is no set way for determining overlapping ministries of Christian 
Holiness Association facilitiRs. There is a need for cooperatively 
locating ministries in new areas, and relocating churches which are 
now struggling 1 possibly because of competition with other Christian 
Holiness Association churches, to survive in the areas in which they 
are now located~ It is obvious that with less than one per cent of 
the population in Oregon and Washington who are members of Christian 
Holiness Association denominations, these denominations are in the 
minority. Since a minority status is present, since there are areas 
of overlapping ministries, and since there are areas which need a 
Christian Holiness Association witness, perhaps a cooperative re-
evaluation of Christian Holiness Association facilities and a 
church-planting strategy needs to be established. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The fundflmental justification for this research is to fac-
ilitate the Christian Holiness Association or any of its member 
denominations in establishing a holiness witness in every communitv 
. ' 
in Oregon and !llashinQton. The impetus for thj s study can be credited 
to Dr. Paul P. Petticord, president of Western Evangelical Seminary, 
LdhO SUIJIJRSted the rrnject. The need for SI.Jr;h a pro r:t 11188 ;::J]Sn 
mad8 evident; through the mnteri;:ols presentRd in Dr. Petticord's 
"Holiness Federation Cooperative Ministries Resume'' which summarized 
Christian Holiness Association meetings from December 1964 through 
1970. Dr. T. E. Martin in the magazine artir:le "The Holiness Church-
es and Ecumenism" ~rote that he felt it necessary to set up a 
comity agreement between the chLJrches involved in the Christian 
Holiness Association. This would mean a consultation by member 
denominations before any new churches or far:ilities are established 
and would insure a more rapid spread of the holiness ~Jitness. 
The General Findings Committee of t;he Christian Holiness 
Association in its proposition of philosophy and its preamble of 
purpose Glhnlly endorses and supports cooperative church extension. 
Their stated puroose is "to do tooether what we cannot do alone; 
to coordinate functions or programs to which member denominations 
ha\Je made commitment; ancl to help to do better ttJhat we are rres-
ently doing." In addition, the Federation Study Conference in 
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December 1966 dret0 up three advantages of the association. These 
are reiterated for ~ reminder: "(l) elimination of duplication and 
unnecessary competition; (2) a better overall strategy; and (3) bet-
ter relationships between churches."(p. 1). Dr. Myron Boyd wrote in 
an article "Why Federation?", "There are some communities in which 
there should be no more than one strong holiness church. There are 
some communities in which there is no strong holiness church at 
present" (p. 9). Dr. Boyd conceived that "through the Federation 
we might enter a community of a federated church or the federation 
might decide that in one community there would be a Nazarene church, 
in another a WesJeyan church, in another a United Missionary church" 
(p. 9). The most recent and most concise statement for justification 
of such a study came from the most recent "Report of Findings Committee, 
Christian Holiness Association Cooperative Ministries Conference." 
It stated, "Since comity has often been referred to as a concern, 
it is proposed that church leaders on all levels seek consultation 
in the early stages of church planning in order to avoid overlapping 
of our church parishes while other communities are in need of our 
ministry" (p. 5)~ It was also recommended that a survey be made 
in larger cities using every available agency to secure information 
which might be of help in expanding Christian Holiness Association 
ministries. 
This study suggests a need for church extension strategy by 
locating Christian Holiness Association member facilities on maps 
and by making tables to compare these locations with the denseness 
of the population for each area. This hopefully presents an actual 
picture of overlapping ministries and areas where there is yet a 
need for a Christian Holiness Association ministry. 
Chapter two contains all data pertinent to this study: 
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Oregon and ulashington State maps; 8~ x 11 inch maps of Oregon cities 
with tuJo or more Christian Holiness Association facilities; census 
tract maps for Portland, Oregon, Seattle, Spokane, and Vancouver, 
Washington; and maps of Portland urban area, Eugene urban area, and 
Salem urban areae Specific colors are employed to illustrate each 
Christian Holiness Association denomination represented. There are 
tables which analyze all of the maps; how many facilities are 
located in each city of Oregon and Washington; and which cities and 
census tracts have or do not have Christian Holiness Association 
facilities. 
Chapter three contains an analysis of all data contained in 
chapter two. The analysis begins with an overall survey of popula-
tion statistics as related to Christian Holiness Association denom-
inational facilities. Analysis of the Oregon and Washington mem-
bership of the eight denominations surveyed reveals that less than 
one per cent of the population of these two states are members of 
Christian Holiness Association denominations. The churches are 
evaluated according to their individual size of membership and the 
number of churches~ 
The second area of analysis is a determination of the 
variables which are necessary for overlapping ministries. The 
variables discussed are: the membership, the pastor. the finances, 
and the type of community in which the facility is located. 
Using each of these standards for determining overlapping ministries 
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would involve a case study for each facility. This was beyond the 
limitations of this study. Thus, the author chose to arbitrarily 
determine overlapping ministries by use of proximity to other Christ-
ian Holiness Association facilities and by the size of the membership 
of the facility and by the census population for the surrounding 
geographical area of the facility. These three alone are insuf-
ficient for determining overlapping ministries for there are other 
important variables and exceptions in individual situations which 
must be considered. These three can only give some indications of 
possible overlapping ministries and facilities which may be unpro-
ductive or could serve another community better. 
The last area the author considers in this study is the lack 
of Christian Holiness Association facilities in some communities. 
There are 52 cities in Oregon and 85 cities in Washington that do not 
have Christian Holiness Association churches. In Portland there are 
72 census tracts that do not have Christian Holiness Association 
facilities. 
Conclusions 
----------~ 
Justification for this research has been on the basis of 
personal interviews and letters, newspaper articles, and a review 
of Christian Holiness Association Research Committee Findings. 
Objectives were estnhlished to supply direction for the study. 
They are to indicate the need of church extension strategy by means 
of locating member churches of the Christian Holiness Association 
in Oregon and Washj_noton on maps and by making tables of this same 
information and to establish criteria for determining overlapping 
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ministries and areas which are in need of a Christian Holiness 
Association facility. It is hoped that all information compiled 
jn this research mioht SPT'\/F' as a fo,lnrl"'tl' on fo-r f t r h 
_ ~.". -- - • 1u _ ._ u u. e researc 
in this area. 
From the d;cJta compiled, tables of information 1t1ere included 
in order to provide visual aids to make more evident the areas of 
need and of overlapping ministries. It is obvious that there are 
too great a number of variables to determine overlapping ministries 
for this research to include all of them. There ar~ three areas 
from which the author utilized information to show that some Christ-
ian Holiness Association facilities are as close as a block or two 
apart, that usually one or more of these churches is made up of a 
small membership, and that the area in 10hich these churches are 
located has a limited population. But, proximity cannot be the 
only criterion for determining areas of overlapping ministries. 
There are many are8s with three or four churches located near one 
another and all of them ser~m to be doing uJell in maintaining large 
memberships. To the author any attempt to set definite criteria 
for determining overlapping ministries would be through hypothesizing. 
Therefore, the Author believes that from this study there cannot 
be formed any final method for determining overlapping ministries. 
There must be a more extensive survey of all of the variables for 
each individual situation. 
One other conlusion may be drawn from this study. The 
author feels that there is a definite need for strategically 
l t . c,hric,,tJ~a-n Holiness Association facilities in Oregon _ oca ,1ng new _ ... " , . 
and Ldashington. It uJOuld appear to be a sEuious mistake to build 
?01 
any more facilities in areas already possessing Christian Holiness 
Association facilities. 
This research also cnnfjrms that there are organizations 
!11hich 21re able to furnish <=JdsqiJate rBser~rch mateT'i8ls in orrler tn 
m2ke possible an intr:nsi VR c;mri uorth1,1hile sturlv. It LoJould be r;ui te 
easy to keep these materials up to rlate 
This stt!dlf ind5.cates that str21tegy for coopRrative church 
extension j_s feasiblew It prollides a basis for such a strategy, 
but also shows that this research is not enough in itself to form 
a t<Jorkable cooperati\/e church extension strategy. There are other 
factors tdhich must !Je considered in relocating facUi ties And in 
determin1ng ltJhicll are OI!Brlapping facilities. 
Rec s 
There are many more aress for Ldhi.ch there IJJU 1 be ava:i.lable 
census tract maps in two or three months. These as well as up-to-
date census data should be ordered in advance. Each of the mans 
already utilized c8n be updated whenever necessary. 
It is hoped that the Christian Holiness Association and its 
member denominations will establish a definite cooperative church 
extension program. In such a proqram further research will be nec-
essary to determine how long a church has been in an area, and the 
church's potential in terms of the pastor, the membership. and the 
finances. In pursu:ing such a stt1dy the Christian Holiness lJ.ssoc-
iation could be effr::ctive in stlfJfJPSting to dFmomi nr:1ti.nns ldhat thev 
might do in order to cause their churches to grow. 
Additional studies could be effected to determine geograph-
ical Areas where there are no ChristiAn Holiness Association 
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facilities :0hen there is property available; where concentrations 
of population can be determined hy city hlocks; 1~here the cost of 
property is not ton high: 10here the type of area ran he determined 
ns to indust-rial~ residFmtiAl ~ biJSiness 1 ;:mr1rtment etc.· and rdhers 
there are churches other than those belnnoing to the ~hristian 
Holiness Association 
It is hnoerl that a policy for the orevention of overlapping 
ministrjes mav be arlnnterl by the Christian Holiness Association and 
its apnlicatinn effected as soon as possible. This nolicy of 
ner:essity must be G cooperatively rlevelorPrJ one, 
States he develoned It should jncJ.,,rJe lnr;nt5nn 1 flOpulatinn ilf 
ir srrrrnunrlion g-ro::Jss 
~ - ·--' 
Sur::h a 
of r:o,•rso. '•!OI!ld be nn sm2ll tnsk ~ but could be rlnnP nn 8 Jor:Rl 
If 8 cnoperRtj liP Rffort !<~ere to be effRcted in th]s l''"''!, tho. 
L!attng the nReds fo-r cnoperati ve church extension, 
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APPENDIX 
the 
NATIONAL 
HOLINESS 
ASSOCIATION 
February 8, 1972 
Mr. Robert L. Cochell, Jr. 
9216 S. E. Tenino Ct . 
Portland, Oregon 97266 
Dear Mr. Cochell: 
CENTRAL OFFICE 
21 Beachway Drive, Sui te I 
Indianapolis, Ind iana 46224 
(317) 241-8281 and 24 1- 8282 
Please excuse a delay in responding to you letter. 
This is due to field work away from my office. 
I wish I could give you more specific information 
of the type you are desiring. We have only recently 
gotten our Evangelism Commission functioning. They 
also are responsible for church extension. However, 
to the best of my knowledge, very little has been 
done concretely in cooperative projects. 
I am sharing some surveys and reports, but even 
these are sketchy. We work slowly into these areas 
and our office has little or nothing to offer for 
thesis research. I am regretful about this. In the 
years ahead, perhaps an information agency for our 
work can be developed. 
Perhaps you will have other local sources which may 
give you assistance. I am sending a brochure which 
lists our associated groups. We do not keep a 
geographical list of churches in these groups, state 
by state. Our contact and working relationship, 
by and large, is with the denominational head-
quarters of each. 
704th A NNUAL CONVENTION -APRIL 5-7, 7972- HILTON HOTEL, INDIA NAPOLIS, INDIANA 
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I have disappointed you, I feel sure, in my inability 
to furnish meaningful assistance. 
Thank you for your letter. 
Sincerely, 
ODE: sm 
Enclosures 
